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Are there clouds ahead forair travel? Aging fleets, congestion in the airand on the

ground, the slowgrowth of the worldeconomy- these are only some ofthe factors
that are giving pause for thought.
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What Horizons

for Air Transport?

Michel Andrieu

The international air-transport
industry consists of some 300
airlines which directly employ

more than 3 million people and serve
14,000 airports with a total fleet of about
15,000 aircraft. In 1990 the total number

of passengers (on both scheduled and
charterflights) was more than 1 .25 billion;
and the 22 million tons of freight
transported by air accounted for almost a
quarter of the value of the world's
manufactured exports.

But in the aftermath of the fall in demand

caused by the Gulf War many airlines,
including some of the larger carriers, are
in the red. They will have to make
far-reaching efforts to cut costs, and to
restructure and consolidate their

operations in order to survive and remain
competitive in the years ahead. This will
call, in particular, for a more efficient
configuration of their networks worldwide
and a more effective use of ground
facilities. Privatisation and the forging of
corporate links with foreign airlines will
often be necessary to achieve these ob¬
jectives.

Carriers will also have to make

substantial investments to improve the
quality of the service they offer the travel¬
ling public, while at the same time meet¬
ing tougher environmental standards.
The largest such effort will be the
close-to-$850 billion that will have to be

spent overthe next two decades acquiring
the estimated 11,000-12,000 new

planes required to replace aging aircraft
and meet increased demandforairtravel.

Although costly to acquire, new aircraft
nonetheless offersubstantial operational
advantages over older ones. They require
less maintenance; they are more fuel-
efficient and less noisy; they can carry

Civil aviation - particularly
on international routes - has

been one of the most

impressive performers in the
transport sector, with

average annual growth rates
of 14-15% in the 1960s and

the early '70s and 6-7% in
the '80s. But the outlook

may not be so rosy.
Governments will have

to address a number

of important questions
to ensure that international

air transport services
contribute fully to overall
economic development.1

more passengers farther, with smaller
cockpit crews, and can tolerate more
intensive use. Better cost-control and

furthercuts in operating costs, particularly
labour, can also be achieved by investing
in automation and new information

technology.
But many carriers may not be able to

finance these large investments. It has
been estimated, for instance, that the
investment-related costs of US carriers

(depreciation and amortisation, leases,
insurance) could increase by well over
4% a year in the 1 990s and beyond. To be
able to absorb this extra burden and

maintain their debt/equity ratio at its
current figure (about 1.5), US carriers
would have to achieve an operating margin
profit (OMP) of 6% after 1 994. With a 4%
OMP - a high figure by historical stand¬
ards - the debt/equity ratio could double
to a record figure of 3, which may not be
financially sustainable.

Whether carriers can indeed bearthese

Michel Andrieu is an economist in the Advisory Unit to
the Secretary General of the OECD.

heavy financial charges will depend on
their ability to generate sufficient reve¬
nues from their operations. This, in turn,
will depend on the evolution of the de¬
mand for aviation services and on how

the competitive climate will change in
the future.

What Prospects
of Growth ?

Longer-term forecasts of aggregate
demand are in general reasonably
optimistic, with annual growth rates in the
range of 5-6%. Yet this figure reflects
substantial geographical variations, with
high growth (8-9% a year) for traffic within
Asia and on routes linking Asia with North
America and Europe, and fairly low growth
(around 4% a year) in the more mature
North American, transatlantic and

European markets.
But such forecasts are farfrom reliable.

First, they are very sensitive to the growth
of the world economy, so that relatively
small variations in overall economic per¬
formance could have major effects on
demand. In particular, the unexpected
persistence of sluggish growth in the
world economy may induce many ex¬
perts to revise theirforecasts downwards.

Moreover, growth estimates based on
the relative degree of saturation of
particular markets can be unreliable. This
is because the volume of traffic which is

perceived as constituting saturation may
change over time in response to social,
demographic and economic factors. It is
not clear, for instance, what will be the

effect of population aging on the demand
for air travel. On the one hand, the elderly

1. International Air Transport: The Challenges Ahead
OECD Publications, Paris, 1993.
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By 201 0 capacity problems will affect 1 3 of Europe's 27 major airports.

are generally more reluctant than the
young to venture away from home, so
that population aging should slow down
the growth of demand for air services. On
the other hand, as medical care improves
and life expectancy increases in the
industrialised countries, the growing
number of healthy and relatively wealthy
retired people in these countries may
offer an increasingly lucrative market for
carriers in the years ahead.

Finally, market growth will depend also
on the availability of substitutes for air
transport. The development of fast trains
could drastically reduce airtraffic in some
markets, especially for shorter distances.
On trips up to 400km, for example,
high-speed trains offer as high or higher
door-to-doorspeed. The Channel Tunnel
could have a substantial impact on the
Paris-London air route, one of the busiest

in the world. Yet the development of such
railway routes could also benefit airlines

by enabling them to reduce money-losing
short-haul services and concentrate

instead on the more profitable longer-haul
market.

Changes in regulation could cause
further uncertainties. The current regime
of bilateral agreements governing inter¬
national air transport has resulted in an
inefficient compartmentalisation of the
international airtransport market because
it largely restricts traffic between two
countries to their designated national
carriers. By improving market access, a
more liberal regime would allow dynamic
carriers to adopt a more efficient network
configuration and to penetrate new
markets. Yet this is likely to be at the
expense of less efficient airlines, which
may be driven out of business or may
have to seek corporate links with other
carriers.

In this battle for survival the largest US
carriers, who already have adjusted to

increased competition at home, and some
of the Asian carriers are well placed to
consolidate their position on world
markets. On the other hand, most

European carriers who have been
protected by bilateral regimes will have to
bear the full brunt of adjustment, which
could involve the painful shedding of
labour in particular.

Traffic Jams

Above and Below

The industry faces major difficulties
also in its more immediate operational
environment as a result of growing con¬
gestion, both on the ground and in the air.

Capacity constraints on the ground
result largely from the slow pace of airport
expansion in the most congested areas.
For instance, of the three majorairports in
Europe (London, Frankfurt and Paris),
only Paris has excess capacity. By 201 0,
13 of the 27 airports that are the major
traffic centres of Europe will have
problems of capacity, even if they are
improved. lntheUnitedStates,21 airports
now experience flight delays at a cost
estimated to correspond to the use of 500
planes for a full year. By 1997 the situa¬
tion could deteriorate if the number of

airports experiencing flight delays rises
to a projected 33. In Asia serious problems
exist or are anticipated at Tokyo's Narita
airport, Osaka and Hong Kong; Sydney
and Bangkok also require new facilities.

Ground access to airports, too, is
becoming increasingly difficult and
time-consuming, especially from large
cities. Delays on the way to the airport
can be as serious as those arising from
congestion at the airport itself. For in¬
stance, airport access-egress time
amounts to 60% of total door-to-door

travel time on short flights (London-Paris)
and may still take up as much as one-third
of total travel time on distances of 1 ,000

km (London-Copenhagen, for example).
The airways, as well, are becoming

increasingly congested as many airtraffic
control (ATC) systems have not kept up
with demand. Increasing capacity will be
costly and will take time. The situation is
particularly challenging in Europe where

The OECD OBSERVER No. 180 February/March 1993



Over the next twenty or so years carriers will have to acquire between 1 1,000 and 12,000 new planes, at a cost of some $850 billion.

concerns of sovereignty have been a
major obstacle to the development of
efficient, Europe-wide ATC. At present,
42 control centres and 22 different control

systems operate independently. The
problem is further complicated by the
desire of newly independent countries in
central and eastern Europe to create their
own national systems of ATC.

In the United States the Federal Avia¬

tion Administration hopes to improve ATC
and reduce costs through the
implementation ofa$25 billion automation
plan which, within 10 to 15 years, will
allowcontrollers to handle upto 50 aircraft
simultaneously, compared with only 20 in
1 990. In addition, a shift to larger aircraft
and a displacement of non-commercial
aviation (military flights, for example) is
considered imperative to accommodate
future increases in commercial demand.

Capacity bottlenecks will be
compounded by environmental con¬
straints. Worry about noise pollution will
create growing pressures for the imposi¬
tion and strict enforcement of flight
curfews. It will also fuel community oppo¬
sition to airport development. Some
temporary relief may result from the
gradual introduction of quieter aircraft, as
states phase in operating restrictions on
older, noisier ones between 1995 and
2002.

Environmental concerns also exist

about engine emissions, which may

contribute to the greenhouse effect and
the depletion of the ozone layer. The
emission of nitrogen oxide (NOx) in
particular could cause ozone depletion in
the upper atmosphere and has been
linked to acid rain and smog in the lower
atmosphere.

What

Solutions?

In view of the economic importance of
the international air transport industry in
its own right and its strategic significance
for national competitiveness, its poor
financial situation is a source of concern

for governments. Since public policy plays
such a central role in the operation of air
transport, this concern should induce
governments to reflect, both individually
and collectively, on the measures that
may help ensure the successful
development of the industry in the future.

This deliberation should be set within

the broader context of transport policy in
general. It should take particular account
of the role of international air transport in
regional development and the operation
of industries that depend on efficient air
transport (tourism, for example, and in¬
dustries with worldwide 'just-in-time'
delivery systems). Moreover, it should
consider countries' growing inter¬
dependence as well as the interaction of
airtransport with otherforms of transport.

I n the past, the attitude of governments
was largely predicated on their desire to
maintain national 'flag carriers' to meet
security-of-supply, military and prestige
objectives and as a protected source of
invisible earnings. As the strategic import¬
ance of efficient international air services

for national competitiveness becomes
increasingly recognised, and as
governments disengage themselves from
direct provision, broad economic con¬
siderations which favour liberalisation -

not least the interest of consumers - are

being given increasing weight in the
formulation of public policies.

This evolution is illustrated by the
growing interest in air transport from
government agencies other than those
with direct responsibility for aviation,
particularly the growing scrutiny of car¬
riers by competition authorities2 and the
discussions on airtransport conducted in
the context of the General Agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS).

I n this broad context, governments have
to decide individually what policy to adopt
towards their own national carriers. They
must decide whether to support those
that face financial difficulties -which may
call for a substantial degree of subsidy of
some carriers at least - or to encourage
instead a restructuring of the industry,
which may involve consolidation,

2. Eric Lacey, 'Flying in the Face of Competition',
The OECD Observer, No. 1 53, August/September 1 988.
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There are currently
42 control centres

and 22 air traffic

control systems

operating independently
in Europe.

privatisation, the forging of corporate links
with foreign carriers and the acceptance
of larger shares of foreign capital in car¬
riers' equity.

Governments have to decide

collectively what changes in regulation
will allow the industry to operate more
efficiently and ensure that carriers can
compete on an equal footing. Several
factors continue to distort competition
and prevent carriers from operating
efficiently. Those include bilateral restrict¬
ions on fifth-freedom rights (the right of an
airline to carry traffic between two
countries outside its own country of
registry as long as the flight originates or
terminates in its own country of registry),
on cabotage rights (the right granted by a
country to foreign carriers to provide air
transport services within its boundaries)
and multinational ownership of airlines.

Distortions also result from differences

in ownership across countries (private/
public), national differences in taxes,
charges, depreciation rules, different
approaches to bankruptcy laws and the
subsidisation ofsome carriers (particularly
in Europe). Moreover, differences in the
size and the degree of liberalisation of
domestic markets result in substantial

international imbalances between car

riers, as illustrated by the generally weak
competitive position of European carriers
compared to US carriers.

Substantial efforts will be required to
alleviate congestion. Governments have
to consider, first, if current national rules

and regulations promote the efficient use
of existing facilities and whether the
development of alternative modes of
transport (high-speed trains, for instance)
might not be more appropriate. If expan¬
sion appears inevitable, the environ¬
mental concerns that such expansion will
inevitably create will have to be met. And
adequate financing will have to be
forthcoming, from either public or private
sources.

Coping with air congestion raises not
only technical questions about the
upgrading of existing facilities but also
calls for important policy decisions on the
allocation of air space between civilian
and military use. Reduced East-West
tensions for instance could perhaps justify
the allocation of a larger share of air
space to civil aviation.

Increased international co-operation is
also necessary, notably in Europe where
most EC member countries now

recognise the importance of moving
toward a single system of control. That

should speed up the harmonisation of
procedures and equipment and a rerouting
and resectorisation of airspace designed
to minimise crossing traffic. This kind of
co-operation effort could eventually lead
to the creation of a single agency
responsible for air-traffic control
throughout Europe.

A phase of substantial restructuration
that will cause the demise of many existing
carriers appears inevitable. New firms
may emerge, but it is likely that only a few
mega-carriers will survive, operating in
close association with local 'feeder' car¬

riers in charge of attracting travellers to
their hubs.

Congestion in the air will probably
gradually be resolved as new equipment
is installed. But congestion on the ground
will be harder to tackle. This will require
the development of alternative modes of
transport in congested areas, the
improved use of secondary airports, and
perhaps the creation of large inter¬
continental hubs in sparsely populated
areas.

The regulatory environment is likely to
evolve slowly. Nonetheless, one can ima¬
gine that the pursuit of regional'open sky'
negotiations in both North America and
Europe could lead eventually to a liberal
North America/Europe arrangement,
governing airtransport both between and
within the two regions. The gradual
disengagement of governments from the
provision of air transport in other parts of
the world could facilitate the

internationalisation of carriers, and the

North America/Europe agreement might
then become the nucleus to which other

countries gradually adhere.
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The International

Expansion
of Productive Networks

Efforts by the United States to shelter
its flat-panel display-screen
industry from Japanese competi¬

tors provide a recent example of some of
the implications of industrial globalisation.
In a ruling that found Japanese firms
guilty of selling their products in the United
States below cost ('dumping'), the US
International Trade Commission sought
to protect the domestic screen
manufacturers by levying a 63% duty on
flat screens imported from Japan. US
makers of portable computers (such as
IBM, which uses screens imported from
Japan as an input) claimed that the tariff
puts them at an unfair cost disadvantage
and they have threatened to move their
operations overseas unless the decision
is reversed. Apple and Compaq, two other
US portable computer manufacturers,
have already begun to shift operations
overseas to avoid the duty. In short, the
US administration, trying to protect one
industry, inadvertently hurt another. The
growing use of imported intermediate
goods can lead to these kinds of conflict.

Trade in 'intermediate' goods - goods
which are fed into production processes -
is growing very rapidly, maintaining its
share in the expansion of trade as a
whole. There are several reasons. First,
more and more countries have firms that

are capable of providing intermediate
goods of high quality, thus enlarging the
pool of potential sources of supply.
Second, advances in technology, such
as satellite computer hook-ups, faxes
and improvements in air freight, are
lowering the cost of acquiring inputs from
abroad as the cost of communication

and distribution falls. These advances

enable production to be organised on
an international scale and reduce the

importance of geographical proximity
in obtaining intermediate inputs. There is,
third, a surge of cross-border alliances,
joint ventures and subcontracting
arrangements which create extended
networks of suppliers and widely
dispersed production.

Moreover, the increase of foreign
investment ('greenfield', acquisitions,

Andrew W. Wyckoff

The growing use of imported
intermediate goods raises
three inter-related issues:

the relevance of several

commonly employed
indicators, the usefulness

of the traditional tools

of trade policy, and the
increasing overlap

of domestic and trade

policies.

mergers and equity holdings) has
expanded intrafirm trade among the
affiliates of multinational enterprises,
much of which is trade in intermediate

goods. And firms have other reasons for
importing their inputs: all search for lower
costs and some require specialised
products or try to ensure supply by
securing multiple sources.

These developments suggest that in¬
ternational 'sourcing' is an important

Andrew W. Wyckoff is head of the Structural Analysis
Section in the Economic Analysis and Statistics Division
of the OECD Directorate for Science, Technology and
Industry.

means of industrial globalisation.1 Yet
there has been little quantitative informa¬
tion on its volume and how it is developing.
Furthermore, few cross-country analy¬
ses have been carried out, even though
sourcing and production abroad have
generated serious concerns in some
countries: that their firms are being
'hollowed out', as firms obtain from abroad

goods and services that used to be
produced internally; that domestic policies
are being circumvented by transnational
alliances between firms; and that the
usefulness of standard measures of trade

performance (balance-of-payments and
export market shares, for example) is
diminished.

The two primary causes for the dearth
of analysis are a lack of data and the
difficulties of distinguishing between
imports involved in the production process
(intermediate inputs) and those that will
be sold to consumers (final products).
This is less of a problem for products
which are intermediate by nature - such
as steel or wood - but analysts find it
particularly vexing for others, such as
motor-vehicle products, which can be
both intermediate parts and final (auto¬
mobiles).

By using input-output tables, the OECD
has made an estimate of how trade in

manufactured goods is separated into
intermediate and final goods. That allows
the patterns of international sourcing of
manufactured intermediate inputs to be
examined for six OECD countries -

Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the
United Kingdom and the United States -
from the early and late 1970s and the
mid-'80s (based on the latest data
available). The analysis reflects the
changes in the international systems of
production where different stages of
manufacturing are dispersed across
different countries.

The proportion of manufactured imports
that were intermediate inputs ranged from
roughly 50% for Canada, Germany, the

1. Graham Vickery, 'Global Industries and National
Policies', The OECD Observer, No. 179, December
1992/January 1993.
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United Kingdom and the United States, to
nearly 60% for France and more than
70% for Japan. In general, the figure
declined a few percentage points from
the early 1 970s to the mid-'80s, reflecting
the larger upsurge in trade during this
period. The exception to this pattern was
Japan, where it rose steadily.

Domestic v. Foreign
Inputs?

Figure 1 shows the trends in foreign
and domestic sourcing in manufacturing
as a whole, in terms of the ratio of goods

Figure 1

RATIO OF IMPORTED TO DOMESTIC

SOURCING OF INPUTS1

average of manufacturing goods
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1 . See footnote 1 of Table

Source: OECD

obtained from abroad to goods procured
domestically. These ratios reflect only
the direct use of an input (for example,
domestically v. foreign-produced axles in
motor vehicle manufacture), not the indi¬
rect 'downstream' impact it might have
when incorporated into another input (for
instance, the use of imported steel to
manufacture an axle domestically). The

general growth in foreign sourcing is
probably associated with many of the
trends in globalisation - such as foreign
direct investment or joint ventures - as
well as the reduction (and in some cases,
removal) of tariffs between countries. The
use of imported intermediate manu¬
factured inputs relative to domestic ones
has risen. These trends support the
contention that the overall volume of
international trade has increased at a

faster rate than domestic production.
A more detailed view of input sourcing

is provided in the Table, which ranks the
ten manufactured goods of each country
that have the highest ratios of imported to
domestic inputs. It also shows prominent
differences among the countries. One is
in the variance in the magnitude of the
ratios of imported to domestic sourcing.
The reasons for the high volumes of
Canadian imports include intrafirm trade
arising from the extensive operations of
multinational enterprises in the Canadian
economy, the reduction in tariffs arising
from the Canadian-United States pact on
automobiles, and the array of supply
linkages between US and Canadian
companies. The low volumes of foreign
sourcing in Japan and the United States
may be attributed to the relative self-
sufficiency of manufacturing in their large
and diverse economies.

A second difference between the

countries is apparent in the variation of
industries included in the Table. In

general, the import patterns of Japan and
the United States appear to reflect their
relative strength in different industries
(for instance, machinery v. aerospace),
the demand for inputs in certain high-
technology sectors (computers are an
obvious example) and, for Japan, the
necessity of importing products based on
natural resources (particularly refined
petroleum). It also reveals that, with the

exception of aerospace, Japan makes
less use of sophisticated imported inputs
such as instruments, communication and

semiconductor equipment, electrical and
non-electrical machinery than most of the
other countries.

Which

Industries?

So far the analysis has been focused
on the propensity to use foreign v.
domestic intermediate products. But this
perspective does not accurately reveal
the international links an industry might
have, since an industry typically uses a

Figure 2

INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE INDEX,
MID-1980S

td
Motor Vehicles

Aerospace

Communication and

Semi-conductor Equipment

|^K Computers

1. Electrical equipment which includes communication
and semi-conductors

Source: OECD
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wide range of inputs in its production
processes. This technical consideration
aside, industries take their decisions

about the appropriate mix of domestic v.
imported inputs, making industry the more
appropriate focus for policy analysis. From
this industrial perspective, inputs thattend
to be imported (Table) are mixed with
those that are not, revealing the overall
reliance of an industry on internationally
sourced inputs.

The ratios calculated for industries are

thus lower than those for products listed
in the Table and the ranking of industries
that rely on foreign inputs is different. For
example, US aerospace products ranked
in the bottom half of all products in terms
of the ratio of imported versus
domestically obtained inputs, but since
the US aerospace industry used many
non-aerospace imports (such as commu¬
nication and semiconductor equipment),
the linkage of the US aerospace industry
with foreign firms ranks it among the top
half of all US manufacturing industries in
1985. Through the inclusion of all the
imported inputs an industry uses, indust¬
ries that are apparently domestically
oriented, like US aerospace, exhibit a
higher degree of international links.

In view of the myriad of producers and
suppliers that characterise modern pro¬
duction techniques, tracing production
networks across the globe can thus be a
complex process. By and large, it is
common for the industry involved to be in
the same industrial category as the
intermediate input it imports. For example,
the primary user of imported motor-vehicle
parts is, naturally enough, the
motor-vehicle industry.2 Nevertheless, to
measure fully the international links an
industry has, the imported portion of all of
its inputs must be considered. But this
can involve tracking imports through
numerous production stages - for
example, the use of an imported semi¬
conductor as it is embedded in a radar

system which is incorporated into an
airplane. Following all these connections
for every input and every industry is
obviously very difficult.

To account for all the imported inputs
used both directly and indirectly by an
industry, the OECD has derived an

indicator of international linkage for each
country's industries by using input-output
techniques. Through the separation of a
country's intermediate inputs into
domestic and imported portions, an
approximate division can be made
between the domestic and foreign links of
an industry. The ratio of an industry's
foreign inter-industry links to its domestic
links provides an estimate of the extent to

which it relies on domestic or internation¬

al suppliers. If the ratio is near 1, it
indicates that a unit of demand for that

industry's output requires as much
interaction with foreign industries as it
does with domestic ones. A ratio of less

than 1 means that that industry's links
tend to be with domestic rather than

foreign industries; a ratio of more than 1
reflects that a unit of demand for that

Table

RANKING OF INTERMEDIATE INPUTS

ratio of imported to domestic sourcing^

Rank
Canada2

1986

France2

1985

Germany2
1986

Japan2
1985

United Kingdom2
1984

United States2

1985

1 Motor

Vehicles

4.8

Instruments

1.7

Computers

1.2

Aerospace

0.6

Aerospace

3.2

Other

Manufacturing4
0.4

2 Computers

3.2

Non-ferrous

Metals

1.0

Non-ferrous

Metals

0.9

Non-ferrous

Metals

0.4

Non-ferrous

Metals

1.3

Computers

0.3

3 Aerospace

2.1

Chemicals

0.8

Textiles, Apparel
and Footwear

: 0.6

Computers

0.2

Chemicals

0.7

Communication

and Semi¬

conductor

Equipment
0.3

4 Communication

and Semi¬

conductor

Equipment
0.2

Computers

0.8

Aerospace

0.6

Petroleum

Refining

0.2

Computers

0.6

Motor

Vehicles

0.3

5 Instruments

1.4

Communication

and Semi¬

conductor

Equipment
0.7

Petroleum

Refining

0.6

Food, Drink
and Tobacco

0.1

Communication

and Semi¬

conductor

Equipment
0.6

Instruments

0.2

6 Non-electric

Machinery
1.3

Non-electric

Machinery
0.5

Electrical

Machinery
0.4

Wood, Cork
and Furniture

0.1

Wood, Cork
and Furniture

0.6

Shipbuilding

0.2

7 Other

Transport3
0.9

Petroleum

Refining
0.4

Chemicals

0.4

Textiles, Apparel
and Footwear

0.1

Electrical

Machinery
0.5

Other

Transport3
0.2

8 Textiles, Apparel
and Footwear

0.6

Other

Manufacturing'1
0.4

Instruments

0.3

Pharmaceuticals

0.1

Petroleum

Refining
0.5

Ferrous

Metals

0.2

9 Non-Ferrous

Metals

0.6

Textiles, Apparel
and Footwear

0.4

Non-electric

Machinery
0.3

Chemicals

0.1

Motor

Vehicles

0.5

Motor-electric

Machinery
0.1

10 Electrical'

Machinery
0.5

Ferrous

Metals

0.3

Motor

Vehicles

0.2

Instruments

0.1

Textiles, Apparel
and Footwear

0.5

Electrical

Machinery
0.1

1 . A ratio of one means that the source of this input is evenly divided between domestic and foreign suppliers;
less than one means that the use of this input from domestic suppliers exceeds that of foreign suppliers; more'
than one means that the use of imported inputs exceeds that supplied from domestic sources.
2. All data are expressed in current domestic currencies, except for France (constant 1980 Francs).
3. Includes railroad equipment, motorcycles, bicycles, travel trailers and campers and other transportation
not elsewhere classified.

4. Includes jewelry, musical instruments, toys, sporting goods, pens and pencils, and other manufacturing
not elsewhere classified.

I	
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industry's product generates more
economic activity abroad than it does
domestically, indicating strong foreign
links.

The industries that are most strongly
oriented towards international networks

of production fall into three broad groups.
The first group contains industries, such
as the petroleum-refining industry, that
rely on natural resources; here, natural
endowments dictate the demand for

foreign sourcing. The second group tends
to cover industries engaged in mass-
production, textiles and motor vehicles,
for example, where cost factors such as
wages and relative efficiency in product¬
ion are important criteria in selecting
suppliers. The last group is composed of
high-technology industries, such as
computers, aerospace, and communica¬
tion and semiconductorequipment, where
technological expertise is a significant
element in seeking foreign suppliers.
Figure 2 shows patterns of international
sourcing for the four industries that
represent the bulk of the current interest
in 'globalisation' - motor vehicles,
computers, aerospace and communica¬
tion and semiconductor equipment.

Policy
Implications

These findings raise a number of quest¬
ions that affect policies on international
trade and industrial competitiveness.3
Foremost among them is whether
obtaining inputs abroad is a beneficial
practice that allows domestic firms to 'tap
into' technical developments and improve

2. See pp. 23-25.

3. Barrie Stevens, 'Strategic Industries: What Policies
forthe 1990s?', TheOECD Observer, No. 172, October/
November 1991; and Candice Stevens, 'Industrial
Internationalisation and Trade Friction', The OECD

Observer, No. 173, December 1991/January 1992.

4. Foreign Direct Investment in the United States, US
Department of Commerce, Washington DC, August
1 991 , Table 5-23. When US trade is treated on the basis
of ownership as opposed to residence, the 1986 trade
deficit of $1 14 billion is transformed to a surplus of $57
million (DeAnne Julius, Global Companies and Public
Policy, Pinter, London, 1 990, see aisu Sieu nipple, 'The
Measurement of International Trade Related to Multina¬

tional Companies', The American Economic Review,
December 1990).

5. Jane S. Little, 'Intra-firm Trade: An Update', New
England Economic Review, May/June 1 987, p. 50.

their competitiveness through lowercosts.
Or does it damage an economy, causing
the loss of 'good' domestic jobs and
technical expertise, reducing domestic
firms to mere 'screwdriver' plants?

The findings on intermediate goods
also raise the issue of the usefulness of
traditional trade indicators, such as

export-market shares, import penetration
rates, and trade balances. Is a country's
trade deficit an accurate indicator of

competitiveness when one-third of its
merchandise imports are from overseas
affiliates?4 Conversely, has the
competitiveness of a country improved if
the trade deficit declines because

foreign-owned affiliates located in that
country export? To date, little systematic
work has been done on this question and
in many cases deficiencies in the data
mean that not much analysis can be
conducted.

It is difficult to value intrafirm trans¬

actions of semifinished products which
in many cases have no equivalent in
the open market, making valuation of
these products somewhat arbitrary,
especially when firms may have incent¬
ives to distort prices to circumvent
regulations or avoid taxes.

Has the growth of international sourcing
and its myriad links weakened the
relevance and the power of traditional
tools of trade policy such as exchange-rate
adjustments ortariffs? The effectiveness
of using exchange-rate movements to
stimulate exports or reduce imports is
weakened because many firms have
insulated themselves from currency fluctu¬
ations through global sourcing of inputs,
much of which is intrafirm trade with

foreign affiliates.5 The effectiveness of
non-tariff barriers - such as regulations
on domestic content, which specify that a
certain proportion of a good must be
produced locally- is limited by definitional
and measurement problems.

It has become evident that the growth
of global sourcing means that the
usefulness of current indicators of trade

performance is limited, that traditional
policy tools will not necessarily work as
expected, and that domestic and trade

policy have to be considered in parallel,
since international networks of product¬
ion make it difficult to separate one from
the other. This conclusion requires a re¬
examination of how to measure, analyse
and define competitiveness, industrial
performance and 'the national interest' in
an increasingly interlinked global
economy.

Hi
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Public Involvement
in Nuclear Decisions

Over the last two decades, the

environment has gained an
understandable degree of

political prominence, drawing attention
to the concept of direct participation of the
public in decision-making. As part of that
process, the first World Environmental
Conference in Stockholm in 1972, the
final act of the 1975 Helsinki Conference,
the Global Nature Charter of the UN

General Assembly of 1 982 and the 1 992
Rio conference have all increased the

obligation of governments to inform their
publics, and to give individuals and all
categories of the public some degree of
involvement in decisions that will directly
affect their surroundings.

The use of nuclear energy fits clearly
into this process. Uncertainty in the pub¬
lic mind about the scientific foundation of

nuclear-energy exploitation often
motivates the public to intervene in the
decision-making process, as does fear of
catastrophic consequences. There can
also be a specific reaction - crystallising
on nuclear energy -against uncontrolled
technological and unlimited industrial
development. In any event, there is a
direct relationship between public press¬
ure for participation and the perception of
the ability - or inability - of the relevant
authorities to act with a genuine sense of
the wider interest.

But, although the nuclear industry has
often been taken as a scapegoat, the
problems of public acceptance and
government management that it raises
are not substantially different from those
in other branches of heavy industry,
particularly in their social and en¬
vironmental impacts. Indeed, in a large
number of countries (France, Germany,
the United Kingdom and the United States
are examples) the mechanisms for public
participation are broadly similar for both
conventional industrial and nuclear in¬

stallations.

National

Participation
Except for countries like Switzerland

that have a tradition of direct democracy,
public participation has evolved into a

Jacques de la Ferté

What procedures have
arisen in OECD countries

to allow the public
to make its voice heard

in decisions on the use

of nuclear energy?

variety of formulae, developed under the
pressure of specific circumstances. And
although public participation in de¬
cision-making is now gaining accept¬
ance, its legal standing is still evolving. In
general, such decisions remain the
prerogative of government or of
parliament, but the often weak legal
basis for public involvement in de¬
cision-making is nonetheless largely
compensated for by the political weight
of public opinion itself.

Jacques de la Ferté is Head of External Relations and
Public Affairs at the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

The few practical results of the direct
involvement of the public in national
nuclear-energy decisions that are
available, from referenda held in Austria,
Italy and Sweden, show that there are
inherent limitations to the use of such

types of consultations. In Austria in 1 978
the population at large was consulted on
whether to commission a first nuclear

power plant, in Sweden in 1980 whether
to phase out the current nuclear power
programme, and in Italy in 1987 as a
basis for a decision by Parliament on the
same issue. In two of these cases,
considerations external to the central

question on the ballot played a major role
in the results, and there were mis¬

understandings about whatthe real issue
was.

In Switzerland referenda have had a

substantial impact on nuclear-energy
policy. Anti-nuclear initiatives were
rejected by Federal referenda in 1979
and 1984, but a referendum on two

post-Chernobyl initiatives in September
1990 led directly to the imposition of a
ten-year moratorium on the construction
of new nuclear plants, that is, until the
year 2000. The result in favour of the
moratorium and against the phase-out of
the present nuclear programme is legally
binding and will keep the production of
nuclear energy at its current volume.

Several countries have provisions for
public initiatives in which it is possible to
force a national referendum (or state, in
countries with afederal structure) through
the collection of a minimum number of

signatures. Several repetitious referenda
nave been held in Switzerland and in

some states of the United States. The

inevitable result was a degree of public
disinterest and low voting rates.

At the otherextreme, in some countries,
like France, public participation in nation¬
al policy questions takes place almost
exclusively through elected repre¬
sentatives - in local, regional or national
assemblies. This approach requires that
elected representatives -like the general
public before a referendum - grasp the
technical, legal and social complexity of
the issue. A useful role is increasingly
played by national Parliamentary Offices
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of Technological Evaluation, orOfficesof
Technological Assessments (as in
France, the United Kingdom and the
United States) which allow interested
parliamentarians to study and consult,
nationally and internationally, on
technological issues to be decided upon
by parliament.

Between these two different practices,
Canada developed in 1987 an interesting
model of decision-making in policy for
siting low-level radioactive waste. This
experiment was based on the attempt to
link measures intended to win public
acceptance of a site and those to ensure
public acknowledgement of the legitimacy
of the decision-making process itself. A
special task force was appointed with
wide-ranging consultative powers to
determine the central elements of a siting
process that the public would accept. The
task force recommended to the Federal

government a co-operative process based
on the voluntary participation of
communities, and joint problem-solving
and decision-making. In particular, it came
to the conclusion that the community
should have the power to accept or reject
a proposed facility and should have a
direct and active role in the making of
decisions, including the monitoring of the
environment and public health.

Local

Voice

In most industrialised countries,

long-standing procedures are in place to
submit the proposed construction of
industrial and nuclear facilities to a public
inquiry or a hearing. The intention is to
give the local population an opportunity to
voice their opinions, so that the authority
can take them into account before it grants
the permit. Although they are consultative
in nature, these procedures may
nevertheless influence the decision, and

experience in the OECD countries has
generally been beneficial.

In the United Kingdom, tor example,
public inquiries offer opportunities for
every interested party (experts, public
bodies, pressure groups and individual
members of the public) to make their

views known to the inquiry inspector,
both formally and informally, at major
stages of the planning and consent
process, and to seek to cross-examine
the developers' case (as in the Sizewell B
inquiry during 1983-87).

Usually, an inquiry for a new nuclear
plant will consider the necessity for the
power station, the economics of the
proposed development in terms of its
cost and expected returns, and the im¬
pact on the environment and safety as¬
pects, including siting. Yet, in spite of the
advantages of such traditional con¬
sultative processes, they are not exempt
from criticism.

First, who defines who is 'directly
concerned'? There have been examples
of organised anti-nucleargroupsthat have
been widely accepted at hearings, often
with foreign nationals admitted to give
their views, while elected representatives
from local councils have been rejected as
biased in favour of the project. Indeed,
individual members of the public rarely
choose to submit evidence to public
inquiries or hearings; they prefer to act
through interest groups.

Second, the local public often feels that
this is a one-way process, with no
guarantee that local concerns- parti¬
cularly social and environmental as¬
pects - are taken into account in the final
decision, and its acceptability is then
called into question.

Third, the formality of the hearing
process sometimes lends itself to
procedural haggling, delaying progress

and sometimes leading to subsequent
litigation on procedural rather than sub¬
stantive questions. There have been
cases where the legal process has
clearly been diverted from its intended
objectives.

In a hearing, moreover, it will be the
opponents who are most vocal; people
willing to accept a project are unlikely to
speak up. The resulting impression can
be one of massive resistance, which may
not sway the judge or chairman but can
be reflected in the media and in public
opinion.

Even if local consultation has in general
been successful, its drawbacks have
sometimes led to conclusions that it can

be counter-productive: it lends itself more
easily to theexpression of divergent views
than to the creation of a consensus. Some

countries are now seeking new, less
formal approaches in the hope of obtaining
a more direct participation of local
authorities and the public in de¬
cision-making and of achieving compro¬
mises which may satisfy, or at least be
acceptable to, all the parties involved.

In France and Sweden a successful

experiment in local participation has
been in the form of local safety or inform¬
ation committees which give repre¬
sentatives of the local community adirect

insight into the operations, safety and
emergency planning at a plant. Although
the public does not directly participate in
the discussions, its participation is ensured
through members who are locally or
regionally elected representatives and
have a close and continuing contact with
their constituencies or by representatives
of local interests (chambers of commerce,
trade unions and so on).

The Role

of Representatives
The roles of elected, political

representatives in a democratic de¬
cision-making process are, of course,
different nationally and locally. In most
countries, the normal parliamentary
system allows national decisions to be
taken even when they involve highly
specialised considerations, such as in
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Parliamentary offices thatfurnish technologicalevaluation
and assessment, as in France, play a useful role in
informing the decisions of parliamentarians.

nuclear energy. For such a system to
function, one must assume that the

parliamentarian has access to all inform¬
ation necessary to form his judgement
and that he himself has made the effort to

consult his constituency about local
sensitivities and the possible implications
of the proposed decision.

Locally, on the other hand, the role of
the elected representative is generally
wellaccepted. It is easy for local politicians
to establish contacts with the public, either
directly or through citizens' associations.
Such open co-operation is indeed one
form of participation: in Sweden and
Finland, forexample, the municipal council
can veto the siting of industrial plants
within its jurisdiction if it has concluded
that there would be an adverse effect.

Beyond the formal legal provisions,
perhaps the most important condition for
successful public participation is to work
on the practical conditions under which
the public can be involved, if it so wishes,
in the process, with a view to reaching
socially acceptable decisions.

When participation is institutionalised,
it merely provides committed opponents
with a platform for opposition. A less
formal process often provides
opportunities for a genuine dialogue
between proponents of the technological
project and the public that is potentially
affected. That may help reaching the
compromises often necessary for
acceptance, and therefore for
implementation.

Where local participation can be
achieved, national involvement would

appear less immediately necessary -

unless required by the constitution. The
process of local public consultation should
start as early as possible, and before
plans and site analysis are at an advanced
stage, when changes can be introduced
only at substantial cost, if at all. Obviously,
consultation with communities interested

in the siting of the plant is preferable to a
'decide-and-defend' approach for a site
that has already been selected. During
that process, local social, economic and
environmental concerns must be taken

into account and the eventual decision

must be accepted as being fair.

The Imperative
of Information

Information is vital in allowing the pub¬
lic to play its role in decision-making. Just
as nuclear energy requires a 'safety
culture', it also requires an 'information
culture'. To this end, communication

strategies to meet the expectations of the
public must be put in place, not only by the
utilities, but also by the public bodies
responsible for control and licensing. In¬
formation on nuclear matters must be

clear, understandable, accurate and

explanatory; at the same time, it must be
of lasting value, complete and freely given.

In many OECD countries (France, for
example), the policy of the national electric
utility is to encourage visits to nuclear
power plants in operation or in construct¬
ion, by ordinary people and by
opinion-formers (1 2% of the French pop¬
ulation has now visited a nuclear power
plant, and a visitors' centre can always be
found nearby). Close contacts are

maintained with local and regional
authorities, representatives from the
communities near the sites, local

journalists and the like, so that inform¬
ation is passed on regularly, even on the
most benign incidents.

Special campaigns have been mounted
for young people, doctors and other
medical workers, and teachers - pro¬
fessions in touch with large sections of
the population. The media are provided
with technical explanations in non¬
technical language. The International
Nuclear Event Scale developed by the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and the
International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna has been adopted by many
countries as a means of informing the
media and elected representatives quickly
about the relative seriousness of a nuclear

incident or accident.

The role of the public in decision-making
on nuclear energy is undergoing a period
of transition, during which values and
perceptions are evolving rapidly. Nation¬
al laws and institutions have, in general,
been adapted to respond to these
changes. But further change is likely,
and it will be interesting to watch the pace
with which international law in turn will

acknowledge these new trends. Analysis
of the experience gained so far will help
in designing consultative frameworks,
and will ensure that the process of pub¬
lic participation becomes one of
reconciliation between man and his

technology.
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Steppes
to a Market Economy

Antonella Bassani

The disintegration of the Soviet Union and the formation of the Commonwealth of
Independent States has brought to the world's attention a group of new Asian countries

with a common religion - Islam - and with similar socio-economic and political problems.

The five newly independent cen¬

tral Asian republics' - Kazakh¬
stan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan -face the

double challenge of overcoming lagging
social and economic development and
transforming theirplanned economies into
markets in which the private sector plays
a decisive role. So it is hardly surprising
that social and economic stress is rapidly

becoming evident.
Social and economic indicators place

all five more in the range of low
middle-income developing countries than
of industrial reforming economies, putting
the population among the most dis¬
advantaged in the former Soviet Union.2
Their recent economic performance is
characterised by rapidly falling output,
growing shortages, worsening macro-
economic imbalances, hyper-inflation and
widespread unemployment.

Moreover, the sizable - and rapidly

growing-population is putting increasing
pressures on an already fragile natural
resource base; and decreasing agri¬
cultural productivity and growing health
hazards, both caused by the environ¬
mental consequences of the central plan¬
ning system, are compounding these
difficulties.

The annual growth rate of central
Asia's population averaged 2% during
1 979- 89 -the highest of all the ex-Soviet
republics and more than twice the
average. If it is maintained, the combined
population of central Asia will more than
double by 2025, from 49 million to 108
million. Although several countries in the
region have indicated their desire for a
national population policy, none of them
yet has family-planning programmes.
Furthermore, and unlike the rest of the

Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS), the region also has a very young
demographic structure, with a third to a
half of its population under 15 years of
age. The large share of young adults will
dramatically inflate the size of the labour
force in the coming years and is
increasingly dominating the political
debate in the region.

The economic structure of the central

Asian countries is typical of low-income
developing countries, with almost a half
of output and employment coming from
agriculture.The region is also a net ex-
r\r\r+dr r\f nrimor\/ nrnHi i/^+o or»H o not
LSVSI LV/I VSI y-i i II iui J f.J i uuuv/u L*i IU U 1 Hurt

importer of food and manufactured

Antonella Bassani works in the Economics and

Environment Division of the OECD Development
Co-operation Directorate.

Agriculture accounts for
some 50% ofboth production and

employment.

goods. Although Kazakhstan, Turkmeni¬
stan and Uzbekistan have large and
yet largely unexploited mineral re¬
sources and a more diversified industrial

structure, the other republics are largely
agriculture-oriented. But in spite of their
diverse economic structures, the five

countries share major difficulties.

Rapid Economic
Deterioration

During the late 1980s and early '90s,
the deterioration of their economic perfor¬
mance accelerated rapidly as the central
planning system disintegrated. Real
output in the region, as measured by net
material product (NMP),3 after increasing

1 . In view of recent co-ordination initiatives in the region
this article includes Kazakhstan as one of the central

Asian republics. But there are important geographic,
economic and cultural differences that should be borne

in mind.

2 Many of the statistics on which this article is based are
derived from The Looming Crisis and Fresh Opportunity:
Health in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, UNICEF/World Health

Organisation, New York, February-March 1992;
PlanEcon Report, Vol. VIII, Nos. 9-13; recent World
Dank eSiiiïïâlêS, anu nvtr/vvOiiu DdfiK/ucuu^-unu,

A Study of the Soviet Economy, OECD Publica¬
tions, Paris, 1991.

3. Derek Blades, The Statistical Revolution in Central

and Eastern Europe', The OECD Observer, No. 170,
June/July 1991.
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at an annual rate of 2. 1 % during 1 980 to
1988, fell by 1 .2% in 1989 to 1990 and by
a further 1 3% in 1 991 . On a per capita
basis, the region's real output in 1991
was 13% below its 1980 figure. With
Georgia and Azerbaijan, these are the
only republics in the former Soviet Union
where real per capita output has fallen
below that amount (the exception among
the five is Kyrgyzstan).

The already precarious economic
situation of the region has been
exacerbated by the disruption of its trade
relations with other former Soviet repub¬
lics and CMEA countries. The reduction

in trade is principally associated with the
general downturn in activity, but the loss
of confidence in the rouble, the

deterioration in the inter-republican
payments mechanism and increased
export controls have compounded this
decline. The supply of food in Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan,
which have to import up to three-quarters
of their food requirements, is giving
particular cause for concern.

Macro-economic imbalances, more¬

over, have grown rapidly. Before the
break-up of the Union, these countries
relied heavily on transfers from the cen¬
tral government. Political independence
brought an end to these extra-regional
transfers and thus put intense pressure
on public finances. In addition, the

economic slowdown substantially
reduced the domestic tax base and

increased social-security outlays (now
accounting for 20-40% of total
government expenditures).

In the absence of effective instruments

for the conduct of monetary policy, the
deterioration in the fiscal positions of
these countries during 1991-92 was
reflected in strong credit expansion
throughout the region, where the growth
rates of domestic credit were, along with
the Ukraine, the highest in the former
Soviet Union. The external balances of

all the republics showed substantial
foreign-trade deficits in 1991. When
account is taken of inter-republican
trade - valued at world market prices -
only Turkmenistan was in a comfortable
overall trade position, largely as a result
of its sizable exports of oil and natural
gas.

During the past decade, the labour
force in all five republics has grown faster
than the population. More importantly, it
outstripped the increase in employment
opportunities (2.3% versus 1 .6% in the
socialised sector between 1980 and

1988). The unemployment rate is now

Table

DISTRIBUTION OF NMP

BY SECTOR, 1989
billions of roubles

Agri¬
culture Industry

Cons¬

truction

Transport
and Com¬

munications
Other

Kazakhstan 35.2 24.7

Uzbekistan 39.2 30.6

1 . Net Material Product.

Source: A Study of the Soviet Economy, OECD/IMF/World
Bank/EBRD, 1991

estimated4 at above 7%, ranging from
5.2% in Kazakhstan to 12.6% in Tajikistan.
The high and growing joblessness in the
five republics is contributing to social
tensions since potential unemployment
in the communist countries was usually
absorbed by the simple expedient of
over-manning.

Labou r-market conditions are expected
to deteriorate further once the impact of
economic reform programmes begins to
be felt; and the possible dismemberment
of the Red Army, 50% of whose new
recruits in 1991 came from this region,
will further add to unemployment
pressures. Moreover, there are also
shortcomings in the quality of the labour
force, which ranks lowest in the CIS in

terms of both literacy and skills.
Hyper-inflation took off in 1991, with

prices of basic foodstuffs increasing
between five- and twenty-fold. And
although salaries have been adjusted to
two to three times their earlier amounts,

household purchasing power may have
halved and, as a result, the inhabitants of

the area are now suffering from a
widespread deterioration in their diets.
Although the developments in prices and
wages are broadly in line with those for
the rest of the CIS, their impact is
magnified by the large proportion of
households living in poverty.

Average GNPs per capita in central
Asia (ranging from $2,470 for Kazakhstan
to $1 ,050 for Tajikistan) are among the
lowest in the former Soviet Union and on

a par with low middle-income devel-
oping-country averages. In 1989 between
30 and 50%, and in some areas up to
80%, of households were living belowthe
poverty line (75 roubles per month),
compared with an average of 1 1 % for the
former Soviet Union and 5% for Russia.

And although there is an extensive system
of social protection, existing budgetary
pressures indicate that current volumes
of benefit might not be sustained for very
much longer. With further price increases
likely (and tentative projections by the
IMF put inflation rates in the CIS in 1993
at around 1 ,000%), a further substantial
erosion of real incomes seems inevitable.

4. J. Adirim, 'A Note on the Current Level, Pattern and
Trends of Unemployment in the USSR', Soviet Studies,
Vol. XLI, No. 3, July 1989.
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Between a third and a half of the population is less than

15 years old.

Economic prospects depend to a large
extent on the impact of the coming switch
to market prices in inter-republic trade.
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan are ex¬

pected to perform well because of their
mineral exports, but Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan (because of their very
high ratio of imports to exports) are likely
to experience a serious deterioration in
their terms-of-trade and thus suffer a

further economic downturn.

The outlook of the region also depends
on the speed and depth of economic
restructuring. Yet, with the exception of
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, the process
of economic reform in these countries

has barely started and the institutional
and administrative capacity and political
stability necessary to implement it appear
limited throughout the area. Moreover,
the perceived primacy of establishing
independence and institutions of
governance is drawing attention away
from economic reform, while the con-
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tinuing strong influence of the former
Communist leadership is slowing the
process of agreement on policy and
making political consensus on reform
fragile.

Ethnic

Tensions

The population of the region embraces
a complex patchwork of different ethnic
and linguistic groups. In Kazakhstan
alone, there are nearly 100 different
nationalities. The existence of several

enclaves in central Asia with significant
minority concentrations and the irregular
and interlocked nature of the borders in

the area could yet lead to competing
territorial claims and to the outbreak and

escalation of inter-ethnic disputes. There
have already been instances of ethnically
based territorial tensions - some that

recently escalated into open conflict.
Violent clashes between Uzbeks and

Meskhetian Turks in 1989, for instance,

resulted in the exodus of nearly 100,000
Meskhetian refugees. In Tajikistan civil
war has already inflicted severe human
and economic losses.

And the mass emigration of Russians,
the largest non-Muslim minority in central
Asia and who form a predominant share
of the region's skilled labour force, could
severely disruptthese economies, putting
furtherstrain on theiralready deteriorating

situation. The departure of Slavspecialists
from Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kyr¬
gyzstan is assuming the proportions of an
exodus, and is beginning to take its
economic toll.

The roots of this ethnic strife are the

largely unresolved social and economic
problems, particularly the growing
unemployment, competition for waterand
grazing resources and contention over
land allocation. Relations have been

strained among the Uzbeks, Tajiks and
Kyrgyz, for example, because of their
competing claims on the Fergana Valley,
a border region which appears particularly
unstable and might soon become the
theatre of escalating conflict. Ecological
concerns, too, and dissatisfaction over

inadequate Muslim representation in
government have led to numerous strikes
and riots that took on ethnic connotations.

In addition, central Asia's neighbours
constitute another potential source of
tension, through territorial claims (China
and Iran) or unstable political situations
(Afghanistan).

Environment

and Health

Central Asia is now among the regions
of the former Soviet Union where

environmental and health problems are
the most severe. After decades of

unrestrained exploitation of natural

Exports ofoil and natural gas mean that Turkmenistan's trading position is a little more comfortable than that of the
others.



DEVELOPMENT

The level of the Aral Sea has sunk 14 meters in thirtyyears.

resources, the area now faces water

shortages and land degradation that may
take generations to improve, and from
which its inhabitants will suffer health

risks for at least as long. As a result,
these issues are now often at the forefront

of popular demonstrations and thus ever
more frequently influence political debate.

Water resources in central Asia are

scarce, and expensive to exploit.The
past direction of agricultural development
toward water-intensive production (mainly
of cotton), the rapid expansion of irrigated
land, coupled with poor water- and
land-management and pollution from
intensive use of agrochemicals, com¬
pounded the existing water shortage and
resulted in increasing desertification.
Furthermore, given the high growth rate
of the population, household water
demand has also increased, putting
additional pressure on the limited water
resou rces. Because of the huge amounts
of water diverted for irrigation from the
Amu Dar'ya and Syr Dar'ya rivers, the
Aral Sea (the sixth-largest body of inland
water in the world) has been shrinking at

5. V. M. Kotlyakov, The Aral Sea Basin: A Critical
Environmental Zone', Environment, Vol. 33, No. 1,
January/February 1991 .

an alarming rate over the past three
decades: its level has fallen by 1 4 metres,
its area has shrunk by over 40% and its
volume by over 60%.5

A series of related problems has
resulted, including a near-trebling of the
Sea's salinity and periodic salt- and
dust-storms which desiccate the sur¬

rounding lands and cause severe
deterioration in air quality. Throughout
the region, salinisation and desertification
of agricultural land have reduced
agricultural productivity (particularly of
cotton) and increased unemployment in
resource-based activities (especially in
the fishing and shipping industries).

Severe environmental pollution and
poor infrastructural conditions have meant
that the health statistics in the area reflect

some of the worst conditions of both

developing and industrialised countries.
These five republics have not yet
overcome the infectious, nutritional and

reproductive health problems that are
characteristic of the developing world,
nor have they begun to grapple with the
environmental health hazards typical of
the industrialised countries. In particular,
the combined effect of unsafe drinking
water and sanitation systems and the

large-scale use of fertilisers and pesticides
have caused a sharp deterioration of
public health in the region.

The groups most affected are children
and women whose health indicators have

already reached figures typical of
low-income developing countries and
continue to deteriorate. The situation is

aggravated by the lack, or chronic
under-funding, of medical facilities. It is
estimated that 50% of health facilities in

the region lack running water and 65%
lack rudimentary sanitation. Further, the
breakdown in inter-republican trade has
caused critical shortages of most essential
medical supplies.

Yet the prognosis does not have to be
irredeemably gloomy. Notwithstanding
the serious economic, social and

environmental problems they face, the
countries in the region are endowed with
vast agricultural and mineral resources
which provide them with the potential to
promote their economic and social
development. Central Asia's large and
rapidly growing population, its strategic
location and the potential impact of its
economic and political evolution for the
CIS and its Asian neighbours all point to
its increasing importance on the inter¬
national scene.
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Economic Integration:
Three Actors

on the International Stage
John West

The Dynamic Asian Economies, which are enjoying an unprecedented wave of expansion,
the countries of central and eastern Europe, trying to shed the legacy of central planning,
and the industrialised countries of the OECD - all three stand to benefit from economic

integration.1

Economic integration with the
OECD region, and the world
economy in general, has helped

stimulate unprecedented growth and the
transformation of the Dynamic Asian
Economies (DAEs) - Hong Kong, South
Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and
Thailand - into industrialised societies,

although they are at various stages of
development: Singapore and Hong Kong,
for example, are increasingly service-
based. This process has also brought
substantial benefits to the OECD

countries.

The former communist countries of

central and eastern Europe (CEECs),2
too, have undertaken major policy reforms
with the goal of transforming their
economies into market-based systems,
not least through the liberalisation of trade
and investment to promote integration
into the world economy. The CEECs have
rapidly expanded their economic links
with both the OECD countries and the

DAEs, though from low bases. The con¬
tinuation of this process would facilitate

John West is Deputy Head of the Liaison and Co-ordination
Unit of the OECD's General Secretariat.

their transformation enormously, as well
as benefiting both the OECD economies
and the DAEs.

These developments raise several
questions. What can Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Pola'nd, the countries
participating in the OECD's Partners in
Transition (PIT) programmes, learn from

1. Economic Integration of OECD Economies,
Dynamic Asian Economies and the Central and
Eastern European Countries, OECD Publications,
Paris, forthcoming 1993.

2. For the purposes of this article, the CEECs also
includetheNewlylndependentStates(NIS)of the former
Soviet Union.
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The economies of the DAEsandthe CEECs complement
one another in all sorts of ways: the DAEs lack natural

resources, for example, which the CEECs have in

abundance, and the DAEs manufacture and export
competitively priced consumer products that are still in
short supply in the CEECs.

the growing economic integration of the
OECD countries and the DAEs? How

well do the DAEs understand the

economic situation in the CEECs? What

is the nature of the nascent economic

relationship between the CEECs and the
DAEs, which both groups are keen to
develop? And what institutional and policy
impediments confront the further
integration of the three groups of
economies?3

The OECD Economies
and the DAEs

The DAEs have emerged as key players
in the world economy. Their trade and
GDP have been growing at twice the rate
of those of the OECD area over the past
two decades (a rate projected to continue
over the next few years). While DAE
exports have grown at an annual rate of

close to 12% over this period, compared
with 6% for the OECD economies, GDP

growth in the DAEs has averaged 8%, as
against less than 4% in the case of the
OECD economies. Per capita income in
several DAEs has reached figures com¬
parable with some OECD member

countries - Singapore and Hong Kong
are fast approaching the level of Australia,
while Taiwan is catching up to Spain and
Korea is ahead of Greece and Portugal.
And as trade and investment have

flourished, the OECD region has become
more deeply integrated with the DAEs
than with any other major group of
non-OECD economies (divided as Africa,
Other Asia, CEECs, Middle East or Latin

America). By the same token, the OECD
area is the DAEs' most important partner
for trade and investment.

The DAEs now account for 30% of

OECD trade with the non-OECD area,

compared with 15% a decade ago. With
a population around that of Russia or
Brazil, the DAEs' trade with the OECD

area is three times that of the CEECs, and
almost twice that of Latin America.

Although the DAEs' relative importance
is largest for Australia, Japan, New
Zealand and the United States (their
absolute value of trade is highest with the
United States), they are also substantial
partners for OECD Europe, which traded
more with them in 1991 than with the

CEECs. The DAEs now account for a

tenth of world trade and four of them -

Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea and Singa¬
pore - are ranked among the world's top
20 trading nations.

In the second half of the 1980s, the

DAEs enjoyed a boom in inward foreign
direct investment (FDI), becoming the
largest recipient of flows from the OECD
region. A striking feature of recent trends
has been investment abroad by the DAEs,
notably Hong Kong, South Korea,
Singapore and Taiwan. A proportion of
this movement can be attributed to

industrial redeployment in the Asian region
in response to labour shortages and
losses of competitiveness, but substantial
investments have also been made in

OECD countries to protect export markets
(because of fears of protectionism) and to
gain access to technology.

Many factors have contributed to the
DAEs' economic success and increasing
integration with the OECD area. The
outward orientation of government policy
has played its part, as has the liberalisation
of trade and investment policies over the
last decade, ensuring macro-economic
stability, promoting the development of
human resources and infrastructure, and
flexible adjustment in the face of events
like the second oil shock. Economic

agents have responded dynamically with
the development of strong entrepreneurial
skills in competitive domestic markets,
and exporters have exploited markets
and found 'product niches'. The DAEs
were thus able to take advantage of a
generally favourable international
environment and attract large amounts of
FDI.

By contrast there has been little trend
toward trade liberalisation in OECD

3. It was against this background that the OECD held an
informal workshop in June 1992 on the 'Economic
Integration of OECD Economies, DAEs and CEECs',
which brought together for the first time in an OECD
meeting participants from OECD member countries, the
DAEs and the PIT countries.
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economies over the last decade. If

anything, the DAEs have had to confront
tighter conditions for market access, as
barriers, particularly non-tariff, have
increased and protectionist sentiment
revived.

The DAEs

and CEECs

The economic links between the DAEs

and the CEECs were traditionally of minor
proportions. CEEC trade and investment
tended to be highly concentrated within
the region itself and with European OECD
member countries. In addition, political
constraints restricted economic relations

between certain DAEs and CEECs. But

over the last few years, in the wake of the
collapse of communism, economic ties
have expanded dramatically (Table).
Closer linkages have been fostered by
both DAE and CEEC governments,
expanding bilateral co-operation (by
increasing diplomatic relations, trade
offices, trade missions, and so on) and
providing a framework for private-sector
activities by agreements on trade,
investment and taxation.

Although some DAEs and CEECs
compete in certain markets, such as those
for petrochemicals, iron and steel, and
heavy machinery, there are many
complementary aspects which could form
the basis for a strong economic
relationship:
the more developed DAEs lack natural

resources, and many of the CEECs -
particularly Russia-are rich in resources
such as oil, gas, coal and minerals

the DAEs are manufacturers and

exporters of competitively priced con¬
sumer products which are still in short
supply in the CEECs, such as consumer
electronics and clothing

although several CEECs (again,
especially Russia) have advanced high
technology in some sectors, such as
scientific research, aviation and electronic
beam technology, they tend to be deficient
in the lower- to medium-technology ones,
which is broadly the inverse of the DAEs
many CEECs have well-educated work

forces, yet ir-ay lack skills in marketing
and business management, an activity

Table

DAE TRADE WITH THE CEECs

$ million

Exports Imports

1988 1989 1990 1991 1988 7989 | 1990 1991

NIS' 112 208 519 625 . 178 392 370 577

Poland 27 52 113 290 15 18 91 153

Other CEECs 53 147 182 144 49 72 69 92

Total 192 407 814 1,059 242 482 530 822

NIS' 61 265 103 73 60 83 179 246

Poland 15 29 134 448 28 39 110 126

Other CEECs 10 17 22 23 173 208 173 209

Total 86 311 259 544 263 330 462 581

NIS' 21 59 63 8 55 61 165

Poland 19 21 32 72 59 61 140 201

Other CEECs 32 52 68 84 98 61 38 92

Total 51 94 159 219 165 177 239 458

Total DAEs

NIS1 434 855 1,174 1,168 520 844 884 1,293

Poland 134 202 477 993 146 170 429 587

Other CEECs 195 389 390 379 494 501 431 522

Total 763 1,446 2,041 2,540 1,160 1,515 1,744 2,402

not available.

1 . Newly Independent States of the former Soviet L

Source: DAE national statistics

nion.

where the DAEs have shown strength
enterprises in both groups of countries

are actively seeking new economic
partners. The CEECs are looking for new
trading and investment partners to
integrate themselves into the world
economy and continue the transforma¬
tion of theireconomies, and the DAEs are

seeking to maintain their economic growth
above the world average and guard
against protectionist pressures,
particularly in the OECD area. So it is
hardly surprising that some DAEs have
expressed concern about the preferential
access granted by the EC to the PIT
countries under the Association

Agreements, which puts third countries
like the DAEs at a relative disadvantage.
The trade sections of these Agreements,
which came into effect in March 1992,

gave immediate unrestricted access for
products comprising close to 40% of PIT
exports, with the provision for gradual
liberalisation in other areas.

As a result of the reciprocal interest
between DAEs and CEECs, increased

governmental co-operation, and the
collapse in trade within the former CMEA
('Comecon') countries, trade has indeed
increased sharply between most DAEs
and CEECs over the last few years, and
at a faster pace than trade between the
OECD countries and the CEECs (this
may even be understated statistically,
since some DAE trade with the CEECs

passes through western European
countries). In the space of three years,
trade has risen from less than $2 billion to

$5 billion and now represents 114% of
total DAE trade. By comparison, trade
with the CEECs by non-European OECD
member countries, which are similarly
distant from the CEECs, is currently less
than 1% of their total trade.

On the CEEC side, trade has been

primarily concentrated in Poland and in
the Newly Independent States (NIS) of
the ex-Soviet Union which have been

exporting mainly energy, raw materials,
iron and steel, and chemicals. Among the
DAEs, it is South Korea, Thailand and

Singapore that have experienced the
strongest growth in CEEC trade with the
acceleration of exports of consumption
goods and electronics. DAE investors
have also been showing substantial
interest in the CEECs. The experience
and knowledge of the CEEC economies
gained by DAE traders will provide a firm
foundation for DAE investors who are

actively seeking attractive destinations
for their investment funds. Further

development of the nascent DAE/CEEC
economic relationship will nevertheless
also require deeper knowledge of each
other's economies, cultures and

languages, and more progress in policy
reform and the development of a market
economy in the CEECs, particularly in
relation to trade finance. >
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THE OECD/DAE

INFORMAL DIALOGUE

In 1989, the OECD initiated a dialogue
with the Dynamic Asian Economies
(DAEs). These economies, above all other
non-OECD economies, have become the

OECD countries' most important
economic partners. It is a dialogue
between partners who have strong
common economic interests, and whose

objective is to foster a convergence of
views on policies so as to improve the
foundations for economic growth.

The dialogue is informal, with partici¬
pants attending workshops in a personal
capacity. But it has become a firmly
rooted 'outreach' activity of the Organi¬
sation, with the potential to influence
policy formulation in both OECD countries
and the DAEs. Moreover, the increasingly
frequent publication of working papers
and the proceedings of workshops is
drawing the attention of a much wider
audience.

Commitment from the DAEs has grown
substantially. South Korea has hosted
three workshops, Singapore and Thailand
one each, and Hong Kong will host one,
on trade, in 1993. The dialogue has also
underpinned South Korea's increased
formal contacts with the Organisation.

In the workshops over the last four

years, participants from the OECD
countries and the DAEs have addressed

some of the subjects at the heart of their
economic relationship: trade, investment,
finance and macro-economic devel¬

opments. And after consultation a further
range of topics has been chosen for dis¬
cussion in 1993: trading relationships and
trade policies; foreign direct investment;
financial innovation and modernisation of

financial markets; taxation; the economic

integration of OECD economies, DAEs
and CEECs; the use of economic instru¬

ments in environmental policies; and ini¬
tial and further education and training for
skilled and technical workers. The

follow-up workshop on economic inte¬
gration of OECD economies, DAEs and
CEECs, to be held in Budapest, Hungary,
will deepen the dialogue already
undertaken by exploring more specific
topics of interest to the three groups of
economies.

The OECD Economies

and the CEECs

In the past, the CEECs were economic
partners of relatively minor importance
from the point of view of the OECD
economies. In the 1980s, the CEECs
accounted for less than 10% of OECD

trade with the non-OECD area (around
2% of total trade), less than any other
major non-OECD region. They were also
a minor destination for FDI. By contrast,
the OECD economies were important
partners from the point of view of the
CEECs-asubstantial proportion of CEEC

trade occurred with the OECD region,
notwithstanding the strong intra-CEEC
linkages, and OECD countries accounted
for most of the FDI that took place.

The PIT countries in particular have
made substantial improvements in their
trade regimes, and Bulgaria and Romania,
too, have been taking important steps
towards trade- liberalising measures. In
most of the NIS, by contrast, the role of
trade liberalisation in reform is not yet
clearly defined. In addition, many OECD
member countries, which used to limit

access to their markets by the CEECs
because of their 'state trading' system,
have liberalised their policies on trade
with them. OECD trade barriers

nonetheless remain particularly
restrictive, although non-discriminatory,
in sectors which currently account for a
large share of CEEC exports to the OECD
region, mainly food and agriculture, text¬
iles and clothing, steel and chemicals.

Liberalisation by both OECD countries
and the CEECs has contributed to the

strong growth in CEEC trade linkages
with the OECD region, particularly the
EC, and with the DAEs. It has also partly
offset the dramatic fall in intra-CEEC

trade due to the demise of the CMEA and

the shift among CEECs to trade using
convertible currencies. It has also

reflected in part 'emergency selling', such
as of semi-processed goods and raw
materials, as a reaction to the collapse in
CMEA trade.

FDI is crucial in the transition to a

market economy, especially as a source
of finance through privatisation. The
current regulations on FDI are relatively
liberal in most CEECs. with many offering
rather generous fiscal treatment. That
has been very beneficial, with the number
of FDI projects in the CEECs growing
very rapidly, especially to Hungary,
primarily from OECD Europe. Flows of
capital have nevertheless been relatively
modest in relation to the size of the CEEC

economies and to their capital
requirements. The biggest barrier has not
been the investment regime itself, but the
general political and economic
environment. It seems unlikely that
increased flows of capital to the CEECs
would divert flows away from the DAEs:
as a percentage of global movements of

capital, present and prospective flows to
the CEECs are not large.

Further integration with the OECD
economies is essential for transforma¬

tion. So continued policy reform, alongside
the development of the institutions and
infrastructure of a market economy, will
also be necessary. Although OECD
countries have already liberalised their
trade with the CEECs to some degree,
deeper integration will depend also on
the willingness of OECD countries to
lowerthe trade barriers that restrict access

to their markets - not least, in food and

agriculture, textiles and clothing, steel
and chemicals.

One must be careful in drawing
simplistic prescriptions for the CEECs
from the DAEs' success - it is difficult to

transfer a general development strategy.
Moreover, the international environment
is now different from when the DAEs

were 'taking off', and the starting point of
the CEECs is very different from the
DAEs. The dramatic transformation of

the DAEs nevertheless offers the CEECs

lessons about the importance of
macro-economic stability, outward-
looking policies, mobilisation of domestic
savings, the development of human cap¬
ital and infrastructure, the catalytic role of
FDI, maintaining the momentum of reform
and engendering realistic expectations.
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The Car

in the World Economy

Maarten Smeets

National markets are

becoming more
interdependent and global

under the impact
of increasing flows of trade

in goods and services,
and more importantly,
through the dynamics

of international investment,
integration of financial

markets, product innovation
and transfer of technology.

This pattern seems to be
particularly characteristic

of the automobile industry.

The automobile sector,

economically important in most
OECD countries because of its

contribution to GNP and domestic

employment, is now facing serious
difficulties in many of them. There is con¬
siderable over-capacity in the market.
And pressures in the automobile industry
have a direct impact on related ones,
since it has many upstream and
downstream linkages (parts and
components, electronics, tooling). Car
sales in North America and Europe have
decreased and are expected to stagnate
further in the near future. World car pro¬
duction is nonetheless increasing and
grew steadily from 28.1 million vehicles
in 1 981 to 35.8 million in 1 991 , an average
annual rate of 2.7%. It grew most rapidly
in Asia (Japan and South Korea), although
western Europe still remains the largest
production area.

This sector has traditionally been
subject to trade intervention, but the in¬
struments as well as the scope of the
actions are gradually shifting and are
closely related to the relocation of pro¬
duction facilities through foreign direct
investment (FDI) and the establishment
of so-called 'transplants'.

A particularfeature of the industry is the
appearance of relatively new producers,
which have taken a very strong position
on the world market, changing the
geographical distribution of world pro¬
duction. Since the early 1 970s, the sudden
rise of Japan as an important car
manufacturing nation and the expansion
of Japanese exports have affected both
patterns of intra-OECD automobile trade
and OECD trade with other countries.

Inside the OECD area, North America

has been the main market for Japanese
automobiles. A fairly small number of
manufacturers are responsible for the
bulk of total production - which implies
relatively high concentration.

The important position that Japanese
producers have come to occupy is the
result of high exports, local production, or
a combination of both. The market share

of Japanese automobiles in Europe rose
from around 5% in the early 1980s to
12.5% in 1991. Japanese 'transplants'
have developed more rapidly in North
America. Japan now has 36% of the
United States new-car market, including
export and local manufacturing. Already
in 1989 more than 1.3 million cars were

assembled in the United States by
Japanese manufacturers. Japanese
investments have been slower to appear
in the European market: only
208,000 cars were produced in 1988,
with a potential capacity of 1 .3 million in
the near future.

Before World War II there was little

trade in cars. Then, from the early 1 960s,
rapid growth in trade was facilitated by
liberalisation through successive rounds
of multilateral trade negotiations in the
GATT, resulting in the gradual opening of
markets and a general reduction of tariffs.
Although not equally true of all countries,
that development nevertheless partly
explains the major changes in relative
shares in the world markets for cars and

the arrival of new competitors.
Approximately 95% of OECD auto¬
mobile trade takes place within the
OECD area. The relative share of cars in

total manufactured exports has reached
an average of 8.4% for the OECD

Maarten Smeets is an economist in the General Trade

Policy and Related Issues Division of the OECD Trade
Directorate.
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countries - a figure that would certainly
be higher if it didn't include countries that
have no or very small car manufacturing
industries.

FDI in the automobile industry has been
a consistently high or rising share of total
investment for the major car
manufacturers, and it is tempting to make
a causal link between trade policy and
investment decisions. The restraints on

Japanese exports to the United States
since 1987, for instance, are often

suggested as the main reason for
Japanese FDI in the United States. More
recently, the creation of the EC Single
Market has been mentioned as an import¬
ant stimulus for Japanese manufacturers
to relocate their production processes in
Europe. And, indeed, it may be that
trade-policy considerations play a role
in this process, as will the size of the
market and expectation to expand market
shares - but it is the specific features of
the automobile sector and the changing
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conditions in automobile manufacturing
that nonetheless seem to be the pre¬
dominant factors in relocating product¬
ion facilities. These features are related

to globalisation, a process that requires
local presence on all the major markets.

Another feature of the automobile

industry is the high degree of interlinkages
between companies. It has resulted in
complex international networks of equity
holdings and other arrangements to
develop and produce common com¬
ponents and vehicles. Multinational
enterprises increasingly operate trans-
border networks of companies through
which they form joint ventures,
collaborative R&D projects and
technology exchanges, frequently in the
form of non-equity alliances. Such ar¬
rangements have become a central
element in the strategies of companies
in many sectors and a prime means of
globalising research, technology and
innovation, although such cross-border
links take place in parallel with compe¬
tition between some of the same firms.

These alliances are changing the struct¬
ure of the industry. The numerous global
linkages among companies can blur the
identity and obscure the nationality of
firms.

New

Production Techniques
For nearly a decade now, the

manufacturing of automobiles has been
undergoing radical change. The principle
cause is the introduction of new product¬
ion and management techniques,
originally engineered by Toyota and
subsequently applied by the other
Japanese car manufacturers. This 'lean'
production implies no less a revolution in
the process of car-manufacturing than
the mass production Henry Ford
introduced at the beginning of the century.

The key to mass production is the
complete and consistent inter-
changeability of parts and the simplicity
of attaching them to each other. The
essential characteristics were the divi¬

sion of labour, and complete vertical
integration of the manufacturing corpora¬
tion, that is, from parts to final product.
Lean production combines the
advantages of craft and mass product¬
ion. Lean producers employ teams of

multi-skilled workers at all tiers of the

organisation and use highly flexible,
increasingly automated machines to
produce products in enormous variety
and volume.

A vital feature of lean production is that
it achieves its highest efficiency, quality
and flexibility when all activities - from
design to assembly - occur in the same
area. For this reason, lean producers in
the 1 990swill have to create top-to-bottom
manufacturing systems in the three main
markets of the world - North America,

Europe and East Asia (centred on Japan).
One aspect of lean production is
'customisation', making to measure, a
characteristic more often found in the

service sector, which makes it advant¬

ageous for producers to establish a
substantial presence near important
customers. Increasingly, the application
of advanced technologies to the design of
products and production processes
makes it possible to customise manu¬
factured products economically for
narrow segments of the market or, in
many cases, for individual customers.
Customisation thereby becomes a
central element in competition. Lean pro¬
duction is already quite far advanced in
North America, where Japanese firms
began opening assembly plants in 1 982.

These new techniques have affected
not only the assembly of automobiles but
also the parts and components industry.
The two sectors are closely related;
indeed, they are more or less two sides of
the same coin, so it is hardly surprising
that globalisation is taking place in both.
One result has been a reorganisation of
the flow of work through the plant and the
'just in time' system for the supply of
components (which allows stocks to be
kept at a minimum). Another element is
the diffusion of some of these new ideas

into the pyramid of subcontracting firms
that supply components, also based on
the 'just in time' and 'total quality' system.
This implies high standards of quality, or
a 'zero-default' objective. Obviously, this
trend calls not only for an expanded role
for parts suppliers and their close attent¬
ion to delivery times and quality but also
forthe close geographic proximity of parts
companies to assembly plants. Equally
obviously, the economic performance of
the parts sector largely depends upon the
performance of the automobile industry.

Automotive parts and components
account for an average of 60% of the
manufacturing costs of a car, the
remainder being assembly, including
painting and tooling. According to some
studies, by the year 2000 some 24% of
vehicle cost will be allocated to electronics

alone, from less than 10% today. The
growth in the electronics and electrical
content of the vehicle can be explained
largely by an increase in sophistication
as well as the ability to control all of these
advanced systems. Moreover, with
growing traffic congestion and evolving
life-styles, more and more consumers
are demanding such features as in-car
stereos, cruise control, in-car communi¬

cation and air-conditioning.
Intensified competition has also helped

rationalise the structure of suppliers and
reduce the number of suppliers of parts
and components. As the large manu¬
facturers 'source' more parts on the basis
of technology, quality and cost, the
internationalisation of parts suppliers will
inevitably expand. At the same time, FDI
in automotive parts will continue to prompt
structural change. Firm strategies in the
auto parts sector, driven by ever-fierce
competition, must be focused on
achieving particular advantages: flexi¬
bility and timeliness in delivery and
assembly; quality in production through
new management and technical systems;
technological excellence through
research and development; economies
of scale supporting further product
differentiation through restructuring; and
global positioning through foreign
investment and strategic alliances with
foreign firms.

What Impact
from Trade Policies?

In view of the importance of the auto¬
mobile sector, many OECD governments
have supported their domestic indust¬
ries, and trade measures in particular
have often been an important instru¬
ment of government policy. Trade poli¬
cies seem to evolve rapidly in order to
provide tailor-made answers to emer¬
ging frictions. In spite of the encouraging
tendencies towards liberalisation, there

has been a rapid rise in unofficial import
restrictions and 'voluntary' export
restraints on Japanese cars. The best
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publicised of these interventions are
between Japan and the United States
and between Japan and the EC. The
majorautomobile-producing countries are
in one way oranother involved in managed
trade.

National policies requiring or
encouraging a certain degree of local
content for parts in cars produced
domestically have given rise to a good
deal of contention. There is no uniform

method of calculating local content,
although it consists roughly of the sum of
the value of parts and materials procured
from domestic sources plus the value of
domestic labourforassembly, overheads
and mark-ups. Local ordomestic sourcing
covers the value of parts and materials
procured domestically in relation to the
total value of components used to manu¬
facture a car. Policies setting ratios of
local content or local sourcing have
become more widespread as FDI in
assembly, and the associated trade in
parts, have increased; such rules are
generally intended to foster the
development of domestic producers
through import substitution or limitations.

In general, international rules on local
content and on determining the origin of
a product are ill-defined. Yet local-content
policies may continue to be used because
of the growth in FDI and the rising import¬
ance of high-technology industries, which
draw on a multiplicity of sources for parts.
It has again received much attention in
the negotiations of the North American
Free Trade Agreement. Local-content
policies in the auto-parts sector are
intended to realise the full benefits of FDI

in local economies. The General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
has to date no specific provisions on
local-content requirements, although an
agreement on Trade-Related Investment
Measures (TRIMs)1 as part of the pro¬
posed Uruguay Round package may
partly remedy this shortcoming.

One recent aspect of trade-policy in¬
tervention has come to be the

establishment of understandings or
agreements on local value-added for
transplants as well as for the production
and supply of parts and components. In
addition, trade in components,
sub-assemblies and kits as a substitute

1. Anthony Kleitz, 'Trimming Investment Disincentives',
The OECD Observer, No. 162, February/March 1990.

to fully assembled vehicles is being
encouraged, which is likely further to
affect patterns of trade. This trend is best
illustrated by the recent agreement
between the US and Japanese industries
(the 'Global Partnership Plan') concluded
in Tokyo in early January last year; it
encourages local procurement of parts
and components, aims at expanding
local R&D and promoting design,
measures which should contribute to

redressing an important trade imbal¬
ance between the two partners.

Trade-policy frictions with their origin
in the automobile industry can easily
spread to related sectors, such as the
electronic systems that are taking an
increased share in the value-added of

cars. Not only are microcontroller chips
used more and more frequently in luxury
cars to control an ever-growing list of new
electronic functions; they are also working
their way into volume applications in
economy vehicles, in functions such as
anti-lock brake systems and fuel inject¬
ion. The next generation of cars is likely
to have navigation, collision avoidance
and guidance systems, fully active sus¬
pension and direct car-to-satellite com¬
munication links, all of which will rely
largely on semiconductors and integrated
circuits.

Finally, globalisation and environmental
policies will meet in car manufacturing.
Environmental considerations may affect
trade-policy objectives, and trade
measures can be used for the pursuit of
environmental goals. Environmental
policies may also have further implica¬
tions and require further restructuring of
the industry, in particular if and when
'zero pollution' by automobiles becomes
the objective. As globalisation leads to
more internationalised car manufacturing,
the interaction between trade and

environmental policy will become more
important. For example, standards may
differ in various markets for tolerated

emissions. Strict standards may be
justified from an ecological point of view,
but can be interpreted as trade barriers
and thus give rise to friction. Even within
broad markets such as North America or

Europe, standards can vary enormously.
And regional differences in standards
may provide an additional argument in
favour of the establishment of local pro¬
duction facilities within each region in

order to manufacture cars in accordance

with the specific standards and
requirement of the market there.

Paradoxically, globalisation has meant
that the 'global' car is not yet running: its
development is held back by factors such
as differing standards, energy costs and
consumers' tastes. Moreover, there is

evidence that parts manufacturers find
considerable advantage in close rela¬
tions with their clients so as to customise

their ever more sophisticated products.
Moreover, all the major producers

clearly want to be present in all the import¬
ant markets (North America, Europe,
Asia). So, to keep abreast of market
developments and the latest technolo¬
gies, they often want to have facilities for
local production, design or R&D,
developed through FDI or other types of
linkages or alliances with other firms.

And the relentless advance of

globalisation, stimulated by a variety of
factors -the gradual opening of markets,
increased competition, the introduction
of lean production, the creation of
alliances, foreign direct investment, and
more - will insist on continued structural

adjustment, if the automobile industry is
to cope with the evolving challenge of the
market.
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What Trade

in Recoverable Wastes?
Harvey Yakowitz

Thedaily life of most individuals in
the developed world depends
on materials many people take

for granted: steel for such things as auto¬
mobiles and buildings, aluminium for
aircraft and food packaging, tin for cans
(in truth, tin-plated steel - on average
4,000 such cans are opened every
second in the world), zinc for galvanised
steel (to protect against corrosion), lead
for car batteries, copper for electrical
wiring, rubber, glass, plastic and paper.
Many of these materials can be recovered
from 'rubbish' which would otherwise

simply be disposed of. Total quantities of
industrial and domestic wastes in OECD

Europe, for example, amount to nearly
500 million tonnes per year - nearly 16
tonnes every second of every day.
Roughly one third is subjected to recovery
operations of some kind. The remainder
is disposed by methods such as burial
under carefully controlled conditions or
incineration.

Of the approximately 45 million tonnes
of metal (aluminium, copper, zinc, lead
and tin) consumed annually in the OECD
countries -almost 60 kg foreach woman,
man and child - nearly one-third comes
from recovery operations in scrap and
residues. In the European Community,
for example, about 40% of copper and
30% of tin come from recovery operations,

Industrial and household

wastes are an important
source of materials

for recycling. That requires
the ability to distinguish
between hazardous and

harmless substances.

and in Japan 40% of aluminium. All steel
made by the electric-arc furnace method
is based on scrap.

Recovery operations, applied to wastes
destined for environmentally sound
processing, lead to resource recovery,
reclamation, recycling, direct re-use or
alternative uses. This processing includes
the collection, storage, transport and
treatment of wastes in accordance with

safety standards for workers and
requirements of environmental protect¬
ion and preservation , as also the adequate
disposal of any further wastes arising
from the recovery operations themselves.

Worldwide, more than 300 million

tonnes of wastes are annually recovered,
with gross revenues of about 32 billion
ecus per year. About 300-350,000 jobs

Harvey Yakowitz works in the Pollution Prevention and
Control Division of the OECD Environment Directorate.

are involved. Moreover, well over 200 mil¬

lion tonnes of wastes peryear are diverted
from final disposal and kept in the
economic arena, that is, used to provide
products in demand, and thus reduce
pressure on natural resources.

There has been substantial inter¬

national trade in wastes destined for

recovery since about 1950; it is now
valued at well over 20 billion ecu annually
in the OECD area, of which Europe
accounts for over 50%, the United States

about 33%, Canada 1 0% and Japan 2%.
Over 140 million tonnes of wastes - as

classified underthe harmonised customs

control system (an internationally agreed
of identifying items in trade) - crossed
borders in Europe in 1 990 on their way to
recovery operations.

Trade in wastes containing recoverable
metals is estimated at over 16 billion ecu

for 1990 and involves about 40 million

tonnes of materials, about 35 million
tonnes of ferrous and 5 million tonnes of

non-ferrous (including precious) metals
were involved. Of these roughly 8 million
tonnes of ferrous and 0.6 million tonnes

of non-ferrous were exported from the
OECD area. Intra-OECD trade thus

accounts for about 80% of the total, both
of quantity and value.

1. Wilhelm Kurth, 'The Mounting Pile of Waste Paper',
The OECD Observer, No. 174, February/March 1992.
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Waste paper and waste-paper products
are also traded in fairly significant
quantities, for an estimated total value of
$765 million.1 In 1989, for example, the
United States exported nearly 6 million
tonnes, of which 70% left the OECD area.

Political

Action

The goal of public policy is clearly to try
to minimise potential harm to humans
and/or the environment from recovery
while allowingforopportunitiesto increase
the quantity of waste treated instead of
sending it immediately for final disposal.
Put simply, recovery of constituents from
waste may make an important- probably
indispensable - contribution to sus-

CRITERIA FOR WASTE

CATEGORISATION

Properties
Does the waste normally exhibit any of

the hazardous characteristics on the

OECD list? Furthermore, is it legally
defined as, or considered to be, a
hazardous waste in one or more member

countries?

Is it normally contaminated?
What is the physical state of the waste?
How difficult will cleaning up be in the

event of accidental spillage or mis¬
management?

is the economic value of the waste,

bearing in mind historical price fluctua¬
tions?

Management
Does the technological capability exist

to recover the waste?

Is there a history of environmental
damage from transfrontier movements of
the waste or associated recovery

operations?
Is the waste routinely traded through

established channels, and is that con¬

firmed by its having a commercial
specification?

Is the waste usually moved inter¬
nationally under the terms of a valid
contract or chain of contracts?

What is the extent of re-use and

recovery, and how is any portion
separated from the waste not subject to
recovery managed?

What are the environmental benefits

arising from recovery?

tainable development. Of course,
recovery operations must themselves be
managed in an environmentally sound
fashion.

OECD member governments have
taken decisive steps to ensure that these
goals are fully met. On 31 January 1 991 ,
the Environment Ministers of the OECD

and the European Community
Environment Commissioner endorsed -

and the OECD Council subsequently
enacted - a 'Decision-Recommendation

on the Reduction of Transfrontier

Movements of Wastes'. This Act (it has
legal force within the OECD area) is
applicable to all wastessubjectto controls
under terms of the Basel Convention on

the Control of Transboundary Movements
of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal
of 22 March 1 989 (it entered into force on
5 May 1 992) and all other wastes subject
to control of transfrontier movements by
the exporting and importing member
countries. The Act establishes a distinct¬

ion between wastes destined for recovery
operations and wastes headed towards
final disposal. It binds member countries
to take steps to keep their wastes 'at
home' forthose destined forfinal disposal.
In addition, this Act requires the OECD to
collect harmonised data on waste imports
and exports.

When adopting this Decision-
Recommendation, the OECD Environ¬
ment Ministers and Council reiterated

that the basic principles for waste
management must be, first, to prevent, or
reduce as far as possible, the generation
of such wastes and, second, to increase

the proportion treated in recovery
operations.

Several issues had to be taken

into account:

will controls normally applied to materials
in commercial transactions be enough to
control recoverable wastes?

what controls are appropriate for wastes
crossing international frontiers and
destined for environmentally sound and
economically efficient recovery
operations?

what criteria can be used to categorise
these wastes?

what international control regime should
be applied to each class of waste and, by

Here today, here tomorrow: even computers can be

recycled.

extension, to specific types of waste in
that class?

The OECD Waste Management Policy
Group was aided in its deliberations on
these issues by input from many sources.
A public workshop, hosted in Vienna by
the Austrian government, received
statements from environmental organi¬
sations, industry representatives, labour,
international traders, transport experts
and representatives from the countries in
the OECD's Partners in Transition pro¬
gramme, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and
Poland.

One central point was to ensure that
hazardous wastes would be properly
differentiated and controlled. 'Hazardous

wastes' aredefined as those which exhibit

one or more of the characteristics of, inter

alia, explosivity, corrosiveness, toxicity,
uncontrollable reactivity or eco-toxicity.
This approach and a list of such wastes
prepared by the OECD have been
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Corrosiveness is one of the criteria for the classification

of material as 'dangerous'.

adopted under framework European
Community law, and already by several
individual countries, such as Argentina,
Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom,
and under the Basel Convention as well.

The OECD therefore decided to perform
a triage on all the wastes being traded
internationally for recovery. First, a clear
distinction was made between hazardous

wastes and others. Moreover, a set of

criteria was developed to evaluate each
waste (box, p. 27). Non-hazardous wastes
traded internationally which meet these
criteria were assigned to a 'green light' list
and would be allowed to move subject to
those controls usually applied to normal
goods in trade.

Wastes which do exhibit one or more of

the hazardous characteristics would have

their transfrontier movements strictly
controlled. Prior notification must be

supplied to all countries affected by the
movement, and consent obtained before

shipment. These wastes are assigned to
either an 'amber light' or a 'red light' list.

'Amber light' wastes are subject to
objection and consent procedures which

2. Japan, although expressing support for the Decision,
abstained since there was no legislation in force there to
enable its implementation.

have to be completed within 30 days of
notification of the relevant authorities in

the importing country. Shipments may
begin only after consent has been given,
normally tacitly, by expiry of a 30-day
period after the importing country has
acknowledged receipt of the shipment
notification . Tacit approval is valid for one
year. Written approval may be provided
prior to the end of the 30-day period.

Finally, all other hazardous wastes
being traded for recovery would be put on
a 'red light' list. These wastes can be
moved only with the written consent of
the relevant authorities of the importing
country, with procedures to be completed
within 30 days of receipt of notification.

After 15 months of discussion, several
hundred wastes were classified into the

red, amber and green lists. Whenever
possible, the harmonised commodity
description and code system established
by the Brussels Convention of 14 June
1983 is used to describe entries. More¬

over, atechnical review body reporting to
the OECD Council reviews lists

periodically to add, delete orchange waste
classification. Any waste not specifically
listed is treated as a 'red' waste unless

and until it is explicitly assigned to another
list by the review mechanism.

The data for waste exports and imports
in 1990 collected by the OECD from its
member countries showed that roughly
1 .9 million tonnes of wastes which were

legally defined or considered to be
'hazardous' crossed OECD frontiers to

be managed. About half this quantity
was destined for recovery operations
(interestingly, hazardous wastes sent
to developing countries amounted to
less than 1,000 tonnes). Since nearly
200 million tonnes of wastes cross

national borders of OECD countries

each year on their way to recovery, the
fraction that is legally defined or
considered to be hazardous wastes is

well under 1%.

On 30 March 1 992, these proposals for
a red/amber/green approach were
incorporated into an OECD Council
Decision on the Control of Transfrontier

Movements of Wastes Destined for

Recovery Operations.2 This Decision
provides for a simplified means of

controlling transfrontier movements within
the OECD area of recoverable wastes

that is environmentally sound, compa¬
tible with the Basel Convention,

commercially viable and implementable.
Wastes exported outside the OECD area,
whetherfor recovery orfinal disposal, will
not benefit from this simplified control
procedure. Those intended for final
disposal, as in landfill or incineration, are
governed by the OECD Council Decision
of 31 January 1991, which calls on
member governments to dispose of them
as far as possible in their country of origin.

This OECD Decision also has the

following provisions:
it is applicable only within the OECD

area

wastes must be destined for recovery
operations in a plant which is operating or
authorised to operate under applicable
domestic law in the importing country

transfrontier movements must be in

accord with any applicable international
agreement on transport of goods

transfrontier movements must be sub¬

ject to a valid and complete chain of
contracts, including any nationally or
internationally required financial
guarantee(s).

The control systems required by these
Decisions are expected to become fully
operational in the course of 1 993. Work is
proceeding toward developing
harmonised notification and response
procedures, ensuring that wastes are
correctly classified and accurate records
kept. When fully implemented, these
Decisions will help to preserve and protect
the environment while simultaneously
aiding world trade and conserving
precious natural resources.
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Who Wins and Who Loses

from Economic Instruments?
David Harrison

Throughout the world gov¬
ernments are facing increasing
pressure to solve environmental

problems. Since any policy choice
inevitably has different impacts on different
groups, governments have to make
groups with widely divergent views and
interests agree on the solutions. Local
groups can often agree on solutions to
crime, education, even health care. But
many environmental problems are harder
to confine. Rivers flow. Air masses move.

Decisions to clear forests or emit

greenhouse gases affect the temperature
of the entire globe.

These difficulties would be less of an

obstacle if the stakes were not so high.
Proliferation of toxic substances, acid

rain, urban smog, loss of wetlands, water
and waste management - solutions to
these and other environmental problems
may be very expensive. Estimates of the
cost of reducing greenhouse-gas
emissions come to approximately 1-3%
of gross domestic product. These and
other costs would add to the 1 -2% of their

GDP that many OECD countries already
devote to environmental programmes.

Economic instruments are gaining sup¬
port among policy-makers in many
countries as a means of dealing with
environmental problems.2 They include
emission taxes, trading 'rights' to emit
pollutants, and other measures that
provide an economic (ratherthan a purely
legal) incentive to reduce pollution. In
contrast to the traditional 'command-

and-control' approach of regulation, in
which firms are simply told what
technology to adopt and how much pollu¬
tion they can emit, economic instruments
provide firms with the flexibility to choose
the least-cost means of achieving

environmental objectives.
The prospect of more effective and

efficient policies has led to an abundance
of proposals to adopt economic instru¬
ments, some of them already taken up.
The most important are the emission
taxes (or 'green taxes') in Europe and the

Like any other policy
measure, economic

instruments designed
to protect the environment

affect a wide range
of people, in different

and sometimes unexpected
ways. Distributive analysis

can help identify the winners
and losers, thus guiding
further policy responses.1

emissions-trading programmes in the
United States that allow companies to
sell emission 'rights' (thus creating the
market that directs them to their

highest-valued use) - in particular, the
acid-rain trading programme for S02
emissions from electric power plants
adopted in the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. Carbon taxes and pro¬
grammes of tradable permits are certainly
the most widely discussed on the inter¬
national stage. But individual OECD
countries are considering a large number
of other economic instruments to deal

with air and water pollution, solid waste3
and other environmental problems.

The possible gains to society from the
adoption of these instruments are well
known. Lower costs to firms of meeting
environmental targets mean lower costs
to consumers. With increased flexibility,
firms have a continuing incentive to
improve technologies for reducing pollu¬
tion, ratherthan stay locked in to particular
control technologies. Moreover, to the
extent that economic instruments make

the costs and benefits of environmental

programmes more visible, they focus
debate on the trade-offs between

environmental protection and other
government goals.

David Harrison is Vice-President of National Economic

Research Associates, Cambridge, Mass.; he recently
worked as a consultant to the OECD.

Much less attention has been paid in
policy evaluationsto the distributive effects
of economic instruments. Nevertheless,

it is clear that the concerns they raise
come to the forefront as policy proposals
become more concrete. Discussions of

carbon taxes and other 'green taxes' for
example, often presume that lower-
income groups will suffer dispro¬
portionately because of the regressivity
of most product taxes. Consideration of
international carbon tax or trading pro¬
grammes often emphasises the potential
impacts on less developed countries.
Much of the controversy overthe acid-rain
programme in the United States
concerned the distribution of initial

allowances (that is, of the rights to emit

S02, which produces acid rain). Small
businessandlabourgroups.forexample,
have expressed their worries that other
emissions tax and trading programmes
will harm them directly.

Distributive

Analysis
Yet these distributive issues are not

normally included in policy analyses,
usually for two reasons. First, there is no
clear understanding of which impacts
ought to be examined. Second, the
methodology for assessing these
individual effects is much more complex
than that required to assess overall gains
and losses. Even beginning such an

analysis means addressing a number of
basic questions before the formal analysis
and gathering of data can proceed.

A new OECD study aims to provide a
framework for a systematic treatment of
the distributive impacts of economic in¬
struments. Developing that framework
requires a series of steps: what is to be
measured has to be clarified; a conceptual
basis for the analysis has to be provided;

1 . A publication on this subject is in preparation.
2. Jean-Philippe Barde, The Economic Approach to the
Environment' The OECD Observer, No. 1 58, June/July
1989.

3. See also pp. 26-28.
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the (relatively sparse) empirical informa¬
tion on distributive impacts has to be
summarised; and the options for
mitigating any adverse effects have to be
assessed.

Clarification of what is to be measured

is more important in a distributive analysis
than in an analysis of overall benefits and
costs because there are more options
and less agreement on what should be
covered. There appear to be three main
choices:

'benchmark' - will the impacts be
measured relative to an unregulated state,
or those of an equivalent 'command-
and-control' programme?

'government revenues' - will the tax
or trading programme result in the
collection of government revenues?

'time-frame' - will the impacts be
measured in the long term or will
transitional effects (such as short-term
unemployment) be included?

The acid-rain trading programme in the
United States offers an example of what
a distributive analysis would cover. Most
general analyses evaluate the gains of
the programme relative to the uniform
emission standard that otherwise would

have been adopted; it would thus seem
sensible for a distributive analysis to take
the same comparative approach. The
programme in question generates no
government revenues because the initial
allowances are distributed to power plants
rather than auctioned off. Yet the owners

of high-sulphur coal mines in the Mid¬
west, like their workers, were very much
concerned with transitional impacts of
the programme, which is likely todecrease
the use of their coal. Although all of the
resources affected might be re-deployed
in the long-term, that consideration may
offer little solace to older miners put out of
work in the 1990s.

The Conceptual
Approach

The OECD study does not recommend
a specific format for distributive analyses,
only that these preliminary issues be
considered explicitly as a first step in any
investigation. Once one is clear about
what is to be measured, one can develop
a conceptual and empirical strategy.

The estimation of the impact of
economic instruments on different seg¬
ments of society usually follows a general
methodology that has been applied in
many economic analyses. Standard
micro-economic tools can be used to

assess the ultimate costs and benefits to

various parties (income groups,
occupational groups). But there are more
specific aspects of an analysis of
economic instruments that are worth

noting.
First, a comparative approach carries

implications for the nature of the analysis
to be done on both the cost and the

benefit sides of the equation. If one is
comparing regulatory approaches that
achieve thesame environmental benefits,

no analysis of benefits is necessary
(though benefits may be relevant if
economic instruments shift emissions in

time or location). If economic instruments
lower overall costs, the distributive

analysis will examine how the gains of
lower costs are distributed to different

groups. Comparing economic instruments
to a regulatory alternative that achieves
the same reductions in emissions also

means that a specific alternative has to
be chosen. That choice affects the size of

the savings as well as the initial distribu¬
tion of the cost savings among various
industries. And that pattern will in turn
affect the ultimate impact on households
through its influence on prices and pro¬
fits. For example, a tax on nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions would have a different
set of impacts if the regulatory alternative
emphasised emission reductions from
power plants than if it clamped down
more heavily on motor vehicle emissions.

Second, transitional impacts on firms
and workers will tend to be larger the
more the policy is focused on particular

geographic areas. Imposing an effluent
charge on a single waterway would put
firms along it at a competitive dis¬
advantage, and reduce production and
employment in the area. Similarly,
imposing a carbon tax in a single country
would tend to shift production and jobs to
othercountries, creating transitional costs
for businesses and workers.

Empirical
Studies

Relatively few empirical studies have
been undertaken on the distributive im¬

pacts of environmental programmes, and
even fewer on economic instruments,

probably because of the sheer complexity
of the task. Moreover, without a widely
accepted framework, it is hard to com¬
pare the studies that have been done.

Nevertheless, those that are available

appear to show common patterns:
the costs of pollution control tend to be

regressive - the burden is heavier for
lower-income than higher-income
households

regressivity is reduced when income is
measured by household expenditures (a
proxy for long-term income) rather than
by current income

the benefits of pollution control tend to
be 'pro-poor' when measured by physical
changes (changes in exposure to air
pollution, for example)

the 'pro-poor' pattern is reduced when
benefits are expressed in money terms,
because lower-income households

appear to value environmental benefits
less than higher-income households

environmental taxes tend to be

regressive when measured against a 'no
regulation' benchmark, although the final
pattern depends upon how the
government spends the revenue from
them (the taxes would not be regressive
if the revenue went to programmes
targeted on the poor)

both environmental taxes and trading
programmes can lead to sizable transfers
of wealth, depending upon the specific
elements of the programme

groups can be mistaken about how they
will actually be affected by a tax ortrading
programme

even relatively simple distributive ana-
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lyses can be useful in clarifying gains and
losses.

Perhaps the principal conclusion from
these studies is that a careful distributive

analysis is useful in clarifying what is at
stake, especially since, in view of the
novelty of the approach, it is easy to be
wrong about the potential impacts.

Mitigation
and Compensation

Virtually all policies create some losers,
and economic instruments are no except¬
ion. The clearest instances are where

people are put out of work during a period
of transition. They are therefore likely to
argue that they should be compensated.
Governments are likely to want to consider
possible compensation, both for reasons
of pragmatism (losers might be able to
block an otherwise desirable policy) and
reasons of equity if the losses fall on less
fortunate members of society.

It is useful to distinguish between
mitigation and compensation. The first
reduces the impacts ex ante, while the
second gives aid to groups expost. There
are many examples of both approaches
in environmental policies in OECD
countries, including the mitigation strategy
of basing control requirements on
'affordability', which means that fewer
firms go out of business or lay off workers,
and the compensation strategy of
providing government subsidies for
pollution treatment.

Emissions taxes and emissions-trading
programmes can both be modified to
reduce adverse impacts, although there
is a tension between avoiding losses and
simultaneously maintaining the desirable
features of the programmes. The most
common means of mitigating tax impacts
in countries with relatively small
economies is to exempt industries facing
stiff international competition in order to
avoid large effects on the competitiveness
of domesticfirms relative to outside ones.

Unfortunately, in some cases, this
approach can seriously compromise the
objective of reducing emissions in the
most cost-effective way. A similar issue
arises for emissions-trading if the initial
allocative formulae are based upon current
or future activity in order to avoid raising

EMPIRICAL STEPS:

ESTIMATING

THE TRANSITIONAL

AND LONG-TERM EFFECTS

Determine change in compliance costs
(control costs, plus taxes or purchase of
allowances), by industry.

Establish impacts of changes in com¬
pliance costs as well as the impacts of
'opportunity costs' on product prices and
output, by industry.

Determine impacts of price/output
changes on 'transitional costs' to workers
in the relevant geographic groups (that
is, workers who might become un¬
employed in the short term because of
output changes in the region).

Determine impacts of higher product

prices on consumers in different income
groups, based upon expenditure survey
data.

Determine impacts of price/output
changes on company profits, by industry.
» Determine the division of changes in
company profits between stockholders
and taxpayers (in countries with taxes
on corporate profits).

Allocate these changes to income
groups (shareholder and taxpayer),
based upon survey data on their shares
of corporate profits and income taxes,
respectively.

If government revenues are collected,
identify their source in terms of income
categories based upon the same survey
data showing the share of income taxes
paid by each income group (modify this
step if the revenues are targeted to
reduce specific taxes or to pay for new

programmes).
Sum up the results of the price impacts,

the shareholder impacts and the taxpayer

impacts for each income group.

prices and reducing local output.
Transitional impacts are reduced but at
the expense of a more efficient pro¬
gramme; the price of products would not
reflect the value of reducing emissions.

Compensation programmes can create
similar tensions between efficiency and
equity. Making emissions taxes 'revenue
neutral' by reducing othertaxes will reduce
the number of net losers; but it will also

tend to produce tax distortions and may
not target the main groups hurt by an

emissions tax. More effective targeting
could be accomplished by making
corresponding changes in the tax code to
make up for increased expenditures. And
displaced workers could be compensated
through relocation and training pro¬
grammes.

Beyond the three main elements of a
distributive analysis-the 'benchmark' for
comparison, the revenue-raising capacity,
and the time-frame - there are other

questions that have to be addressed.
What are the initial benefits and costs for

individuals or businesses? What groups
should the analysis consider? What
empirical steps are required to determine
the final impacts (taking into account the
economic shifting of costs or benefits to
other groups)? And what options are
available to mitigate or compensate for
any groups harmed by the use of
economic instruments?

Addressing each of these points -even
if the analysis is relatively 'quick and
dirty' - should clarify the likely impact of
environmental economic instruments. It

should also point the way to sensible
mitigation or compensation strategies.
The net result would be a programme of
incentives that achieves objectives of
both efficiency and equity.
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The Economic

Outlook

OECD growth has not recovered
sufficiently to prevent unemployment
from rising further. Recent indicators, in
particular sagging business and con¬
sumer confidence, point to continued
weakness in the coming months; the
United States is a possible exception. In
a number of countries, households and

firms are still seeking to reduce high
levels of indebtedness that were

contracted in the buoyant asset-market
conditions of the second half of the 1980s.

This ongoing adjustment is leading them
to increase saving and restrain
investment, thereby damping aggregate
demand and output. In addition, banks
and otherfinancial intermediaries in some

countries have adopted more cautious
lending attitudes. Consumers are also
being prudent because of fears of
becoming unemployed. In Europe, high
interest rates continue to hold back

recovery.1
Growth therefore seems likely to pick

up only gradually (Table 1). The pace of
expansion of OECD output may edge up
in 1993, to around 2%, but is unlikely to
reach 3% until 1994.

The relatively weak recovery implies a
further rise in OECD unemployment to
34 million persons by the end of 1 993 (an
unemployment rateof 8. 3%); it may begin
to decline only in 1994 (Table 2). By
then, 11 OECD countries could have

double-digit unemployment rates,
compared with only four in mid-1 990 when
OECD unemployment was at a cyclical
low. Many of those who become
unemployed over the next two years will
drift into long-term unemployment, with
all that it entails in terms of erosion of

skills and morale, and financial hardship.
There are better prospects on the in¬

flation front (Table 3). The widespread
disinflation that started in 1 990 seems set

to continue in most countries over the

next two years. Indeed, OECD inflation
could fall to around 21/2% by the end of

1. OECD Economic Outlook, No. 52, OECD Pub¬
lications, Paris, 1992.

Table 1

GROWTH OF REAL GNP/GDP IN THE OECD AREA1

seasonally adjusted at annual rates (%)

Share in

total

OECD

1987

change from previous year change rom previous year

1991 1992 1993 1994
1992

II

1993

I II

1994

I II

United States 36.0 -1.2 1.8 2.4 3.1 2.2 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.5

Japan 19.1 4.4 1.8 2.3 3.1 1.5 2.5 2.9 2.9 3.7

Germany 8.8 3.7 1.4 1.2 2.9 -0.9 1.6 2.5 2.9 3.2

France 7.0 1.2 1.9 1.6 2.8 0.6 1.6 2.4 2.9 3.1

Italy 6.0 1.4 1.2 0.8 1.7 -0.4 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.2

United Kingdom 5.5 -2.2 -1.0 1.3 2.4 -0.1 1.5 2.1 2.3 2.7

Canada 3.3 -1.7 1.3 3.2 4.2 2.1 3.3 4.0 4.2 4.3

Total of above countries 85.7 0.9 1.5 2.0 2.9 1.2 2.1 2.6 2.9 3.4

Other OECD countries2 14.3 0.7 1.2 1.4 2.6 1.2 1.2 1.9 2.8 3.0

Total OECD 100.0 0.8 1.5 1.9 2.9 1.2 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.3

Four major European countries 27.3 1.4 1.0 1.2 2.5 -0.3 1.4 2.2 2.5 2.9

OECD Europe 39.7 1.3 1.0 1.2 2.5 0.1 1.3 2.0 2.5 2.9

EC 34.2 1.5 1.1 1.2 2.5 0 1.4 2.1 2.5 2.8

Total OECD less

the United States 64.0 2.0 1.3 1.7 2.8 0.7 1.8 2.4 2.8 3.2

Industrial production

Major seven countries - -0.6 -0.6 2.6 4.1 0.9 2.8 3.7 4.1 4.5

Total OECD - -0.7 -0.4 2.5 4.0 1.1 2.7 3.6 4.0 4.4

1 994, its lowest rate since 1 960. The one

major question-mark concerns Germany,
where disinflation is not yet well

established, but inflationary pressures
there are likely to weaken as German
activity slows in the course of 1993.

While the immediate outlook for OECD

growth is relatively sombre, prospects
are better in a number of non-OECD

countries. Most strikingly, the Dynamic
Asian Economies have continued to

expand at around 7% on average. China,
which has major trading links with some
of these economies, is emerging as a
significant exporterand importer of manu¬
factures. Activity has been relatively
buoyant in several Latin American
countries that have stabilised macro-

economic conditions and adopted
outward-looking policies. And, in those
central and eastern European countries
most advanced in the reform process,
there are signs that declines in output are
coming to an end.

Share in

total

OECD

1987

% changes from previous year

1991 1992 1993 1994

Austria 0.9 3.1 2.0 1.8 3.0

Belgium 1.1 2.1 1.3 1.3 2.2

Denmark 0.8 1.2 1.2 2.1 2.4

Finland 0.7 -6.5 -2.0 1.9 4.1

Greece 0.4 1.8 1.2 1.1 1.8

Iceland 0 1.5 -2.8 -0.9 1.0

Ireland 0.2 2.5 2.6 2.3 2.9

Luxembourg 0 3.1 2.5 2.3 3.1

Netherlands 1.7 2.1 1.4 1.2 2.4

Norway 0.7 1.9 1.3 0.5 3.7

Portugal 0.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 2.4

Spain 2.3 2.4 1.4 0.9 2.3

Sweden 1.3 -1.4 -1.2 -1.4 1.3

Switzerland 1.4 -0.1 0.2 1.1 1.8

Turkey 0.5 0.3 5.3 4.5 5.0

Total of above

countries 12.4 1.0 1.0 1.1 2.5

Australia 1.6 -1.2 2.0 2.9 3.4

New Zealand 0.3 -1.8 3.1 3.0 2.8

Total of above

1 7 countries 14.3 0.7 1.2 1.4 2.6

t. Aggregates were corr

expressed in 1987 US do

2. Half-yearly data must

puted on
tars.

e mterpre

he basis ot 1987 GNP/GDP

ed with care.

weights
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Macro-economic

Policy Management
A combination of weak growth in the

OECD area, rising unemployment and
continued disinflation is leading
governments to scrutinise the room for
flexibility in the implementation of short-run
macro-economic policy. In countries
where unemployment is high and rising
while inflation is low, the question arises
as to whether the stance of macro-

economic policies can be adjusted
somewhat to support demand in the near
term. But short-term policy adjustment
should not compromise the objective of a
sound and stable macro-economic

environment to support growth over the
medium term. Locking in low inflation, as
well as avoiding short-term fixes, is
particularly important.

Monetary
Policy

Short-term money market rates have
been reduced to low levels in the United

States for some time, although long-term
rates have remained relatively high. In
Japan, short-term and long-term rates
have fallen considerably. For Europe,
where interest rates have remained high
on average despite fairly large declines in
some cases, the projections incorporate
a substantial reduction of interest rates

in a number of countries as inflationary
pressures recede in Germany. Across
the OECD area, in countries where
demand turns out to be lower than

projected and inflation is low and declining,
there would be a case for easing monetary
conditions more significantly. However,
the timing and the extent of any further
easing would depend on careful
consideration of a wide range of economic
and financial indicators: in a growing
number of countries, simple rules for
monetary management cannot be applied
because of current and prospective
distortions in the relationship between
monetary aggregates, income and prices.

Over a number of years, many
European countries have sought to move
toward price stability by formally fixing
their exchange-rate parities vis-à-vis \he
Deutschmark or the ecu. The fixing of
domestic monetary policy through an

Table 2

UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE OECD AREA

national definitions

1991 1992 1993 1994
1992

II

1993

I II

1994

I II

Unemployment (%f

United States 6.7 7.4 7.3 6.9 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.1 6.7

Japan 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4

Germany 6.7 7.6 8.3 8.1 7.6 8.1 8.6 8.4 7.9

France 9.6 10.3 10.8 10.8 10.4 10.7 10.9 10.8 10.7

Italy 11.0 11.0 11.3 11.4 11.1 11.3 11.4 11.4 11.4

United Kingdom 8.3 10.1 10.8 10.5 10.5 10.9 10.8 10.6 10.3

Canada 10.3 11.2 11.3 10.8 11.4 11.4 11.2 10.9 10.7

Total of above countries 6.6 7.3 7.5 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.3 7.1

Other OECD countries 9.5 10.6 11.2 11.3 10.8 11.1 11.3 11.3 11.3

Total OECD 7.2 7.9 8.2 8.1 8.0 8.2 8.3 8.2 8.0

Four major European countries 8.6 9.5 10.1 10.0 9.6 10.0 10.2 10.1 9.8

OECD Europe 9.0 9.9 10.6 10.5 10.1 10.5 10.7 10.6 10.5

EC 9.2 10.1 10.8 10.7 10.3 10.7 10.9 10.8 10.5

Total OECD less the United States 7.4 8.2 8.7 8.6 8.3 8.6 8.7 8.7 8.5

Unemployment (millions)

North America 9.9 10.9 11.0 10.6 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.7 10.4

OECD Europe 17.0 18.8 20.2 20.2 19.1 19.9 20.4 20.3 20.1

Total OECD 29.2 32.3 33.8 33.4 32.8 33.6 34.0 33.7 33.1

exchange-rate target requires that other
domestic policies, in particular fiscal and
structural policies, reinforce the
exchange-rate commitment; policy¬
makers' credibility cannot depend on
that commitment alone. The recent

exchange-market turmoil wasdriven partly
by market recognition that domestic
policies in some European countries had
not ensured - and were unlikely to lead
quickly to -the convergence of economic
fundamentals required to maintain
existing parities for a prolonged period.

Tensions in currency markets began to
mount during the summer of 1992 when
a firming of German interest rates in an
attempt to choke off strong domestic in¬
flationary pressures coincided with some
further monetary easing in the United
States. These factors led to a generalised
weakening of the US dollar and a decline
of the Japanese yen against European
currencies, despite its strength against
the dollar. This gave rise to worry about
the competitiveness of a number of
European countries and intensified the
conflicts between their internal and

external policy goals. Markets became
concerned that countries where weak or

% 1991 1992 1993 1994

Austria 3.5 4.0 4.4 4.7

Belgium 8.8 9.3 9.6 9.6

Denmark 10.4 11.0 11.0 10.6

Finland 7.6 12.7 13.1 12.4

Greece 8.2 9.1 10.2 10.5

Iceland 1.5 2.9 4.0 4.7

Ireland 15.8 17.2 19.3 20.1

Luxembourg 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.4

Netherlands 5.9 5.6 5.9 5.9

Norway 5.5 6.2 6.6 6.2

Portugal 4.1 4.4 4.7 4.8

Spain 16.3 18.0 19.3 19.1

Sweden 2.7 5.0 6.5 6.8

Switzerland 1.3 3.0 3.8 3.5

Turkey 11.5 11.8 12.5 13.1

Total of above countries 9.5 10.5 11.3 11.5

Australia 9.6 11.0 10.6 10.0

New Zealand 10.3 10.7 10.6 10.3

Total of above
1 7 countries 9.5 10.6 11.2 11.3

1. As percentage ol labour force.

falling activity was leading to rising
unemployment might be unwilling to
remain locked into the high interest rates
resulting from the policy mix in Germany.
Maintaining existing parities became
untenable for Italy, the United Kingdom
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and some other countries during the
course of the autumn in the face of

overwhelming exchange-market press¬
ure; these countries were forced to

depreciate theircurrencieseitherthrough
the adjustment of their parities within the
Exchange-Rate Mechanism (ERM) or
temporary withdrawal from it.

The immediate effects for depreciating
countries are easier monetary conditions,
improved competitiveness and hence
better export prospects. But in the past
such short-term improvements in
competitiveness arising from nominal
exchange-rate changes have often been
quickly eroded by higher inflation. In order
to avoid this, credibility in the setting of
both monetary and fiscal policies has to
be re-established. Wage moderation in
the face of the terms-of-trade losses

associated with currency depreciation
would also contribute to a sustained

improvement in economic performance.
The problem is more complicated in

low-inflation countries whose currencies

have maintained their parities with the
Deutschmark and thus have appreciated
considerably in effective terms, with a
consequent unwelcome loss in com¬
petitiveness. A change in the German
policy mix that achieved significant
fiscal retrenchment would allow the

Bundesbank to lower interest rates

sooner, thereby easing pressure on
monetary policy in these countries.
Providing market participants with more
systematic information about underlying
trends in relative inflation performance in
Germany and elsewhere might help set
the stage for easier monetary conditions
in low-inflation ERM countries. Several of

these countries have out-performed
Germany on the inflation front and are
likely to continue doing so for some time.
If this were fully reflected in risk premia on
interest rates, market forces would move

interest rates, without causing ex¬
change-rate pressures, towards levels
thought to be appropriate on the basis of
domestic considerations in these

countries.

Fiscal

Policy
The scope for using fiscal policy to

stimulate activity in the short term, in the

Table 3

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION DEFLATORS IN THE OECD AREA1

percentage changes; seasonally adjusted at annual rates

| 1991 1992 1993 1994
1992

II

1993

II

1994

I II

United States 4.3 3.0 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.0

Japan 2.6 2.1 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.8 1.7

Germany 3.8 4.8 4.1 3.0 4.0 4.8 2.9 3.1 2.8

France 3.1 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.2

Italy 6.7 5.4 6.0 5.3 5.6 6.5 5.5 5.5 4.9

United Kingdom 7.2 5.4 5.2 4.2 3.9 6.1 4.9 4.0 3.7

Canada 4.8 1.4 2.3 1.9 2.4 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.9

Total of above countries 4.2 3.2 2.9 2.5 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.4

Other OECD countries2 7.7 6.6 6.0 5.4 6.0 6.1 5.9 5.4 4.8

Total OECD 4.7 3.7 3.3 2.9 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.0 2.7

Four major European countries 5.0 4.6 4.3 3.6 4.0 4.8 3.7 3.6 3.3

OECD Europe 6.0 5.4 5.0 4.3 4.8 5.4 4.6 4.3 3.9

EC 5.0 4.7 4.3 3.6 4.1 4.7 3.8 3.6 3.3

Total OECD less the United States 4.8 4.1 3.8 3.3 3.6 4.0 3.5 3.4 3.1

traditional sense of taking action that
would widen budget deficits, appears to
be very circumscribed at present because
of the almost universal lack of progress in
reining in 'structural', or underlying, bud¬
get deficits. Only nine OECD countries
achieved some improvement in their
structural or underlying budget balance
over the 1980s -and much of this

occurred in the first half of the decade. In

the early 1990s, there was widespread
slippage as both structural and cyclical
deficits widened. In 1993 and 1994, if

governments adhere to stated intentions,
there should be an improvement in
structural budget positions in almost all
OECD countries. This is appropriate: it is
difficult to see how consumer and

business confidence can be restored

unless the authorities deal effectively with
unsound public-sectorfinancial positions.

While there may be little or no scope in
most countries to allow the process of
budget-deficit reduction to depart from its
planned medium-term trajectory, a
number of countries are giving serious
thought to (i) implementing a temporary
widening of the budget deficit to boost
demand in the near term, or

(ii) re-allocating public expenditure in
ways that would improve its 'quality' or
effectiveness in the sense of increasing
its social rate of return.

1991 1992 1993 1994

Austria 3.4 4.0 3.7 3.5

Belgium 2.8 2.5 2.6 2.7

Denmark 2.4 2.1 1.6 1.8

Finland 5.3 3.6 4.0 4.5

Greece 18.5 15.7 12.9 9.1

Iceland 5.9 4.0 1.0 0.2

Ireland 3.2 3.6 2.0 2.6

Luxembourg 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.9

Netherlands 3.3 3.3 2.3 2.0

Norway 3.6 2.4 2.0 1.5

Portugal 12.0 9.2 7.0 5.9

Spain 6.3 6.5 6.0 4.7

Sweden 10.2 2.4 3.6 2.2

Switzerland 5.7 4.0 3.4 2.5

Turkey 66.0 72.0 66.0 63.0

Total of above countries 8.3 7.3 6.6 5.8

Australia 3.6 1.9 2.1 2.3

New Zealand 3.2 1.5 1.7 1.6

Total of above

17 countries 7.7 6.6 6.0 5.4

1. Aggregates were computed on the basis of 1987 GDP weights expressed
in 1987 US dollars.

2. Half-yearly data must be interpreted with care.

A temporary fiscal expansion might
strengthen confidence and demand in
cases where activity remains weak. But it
is imperative that any such package be
both temporary and accompanied by a
credible commitment to unwind it when

the economy picks up. This is not easy to
achieve: past experience is not en¬
couraging. Financial markets could well
be sceptical as to whether any such
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measures will really be fully unwound
over the medium term, in which case

there would be upward pressure on
long-term interest rates. In order to allay
such fears, it would be essential that any
package of short-term temporary
measures be accompanied by a detailed
set of binding commitments to reduce
ratios of debt to GDP to more sustainable

levels over the medium term. An assured

medium-term reduction in budget deficits
is one key to a durable reduction in real
long-term interest rates that would
strengthen investment, output and
employment. It would also provide
monetary policy with more room for
manoeuvre.

Re-allocating public expenditure to
improve its quality may be a promising
way for budgetary policy to support
present and future economic activity
without compromising fiscal consolid¬
ation, while improving medium-term
supply potential. In fact, the quality of
public-sector spending did not improve
over the 1 980s. In countries where there

was little or no fiscal retrenchment,

continuing deficits increasingly tended
to be associated with rising interest
payments, higher public consumption
and social transfers. And, even where

retrenchment did take place, it was
achieved in part by squeezing public
investment, which may have been
politically easier to cut, even though
some of it may have had a relatively high
social return.

It is more important than ever, in the
context of a weak recovery, forthe public
authorities to re-assess their spending
priorities, with a view to helping to build
the physical and human capital base on
which future growth and prosperity
ultimately rest. One candidate in the
current situation of high and rising
unemployment is the reorientation of pub¬
lic expenditures away from 'passive'
policies of paying out unemployment
benefits and associated income transfers

towards 'active' labour-market policies
geared to improving job prospects for the
unemployed. The desirability of thisorient-
ation was stressed in 1990 by OECD
Ministers, but progress towards the goal
has been disappointing. Another candi¬
date would be productivity-increasing
expenditures, for example, certain forms
of public infrastructure investment or

Table 4

CURRENT BALANCES

OF OECD COUNTRIES

% of GDP

1991 1992 1993 1994

United States -0.1 -0.9 -1.1 -1.1

Japan 2.2 3.2 3.3 3.3

Germany -1.2 -1.3 -1.2 -1.2

France -0.6 0.1 0.3 0.3

Italy -1.8 -1.9 -2.1 -1.7

United Kingdom -1.1 -2.1 -2.4 -2.9

Canada -4.3 -4.3 -4.2 -3.9

Total of above countries -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2

Austria -0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1

Belgium-Luxembourg 2.2 1.8 2.0 2.2

Denmark 1.7 3.0 3.3 3.1

Finland -5.3 -3.8 -1.7 0.2

Greece -2.2 -2.4 -2.2 -2.1

Iceland -4.9 -3.6 -2.6 -3.0

Ireland 4.3 6.6 5.2 4.7

Netherlands 3.3 3.1 3.7 3.8

Norway 4.7 2.9 3.3 5.3

Portugal -1.0 0.1 -0.5 -0.6

Spain -3.0 -3.4 -3.3 -3.0

Sweden -1.4 -1.2 -0.5 0.4

Switzerland 4.3 5.8 6.7 6.5

Turkey 0.2 -1.1 -1.1 -1.2

Australia -3.3 -3.0 -3.3 -3.4

New Zealand -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1

Total OECD -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1

Four major European
countries -1.2 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3

OECD Europe -0.7 -0.8 - -0.5

EC -0.9 -1.0 -1.0 -0.9

Total OECD less

the United States -0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4

expenditure that could improve basic
education and training for young people
and adults. At the same time, expanding
these forms of public spending would
require matching expenditure cuts in other
areas.

More generally, there should be no
relaxation of efforts to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of all forms
of public spending. Some countries, of
which New Zealand is perhaps the leading
example, have progressed quite rapidly
in implementing a wide range of
public-sector reforms capable of
generating an efficiency dividend which
could be used either to improve
public-sector finances or be redeployed
in priority areas. These initiatives have
been designed to reverse trends towards
public expenditures with low or negative

social returns, and to get better 'value for
public money' in areas of high social
priority such as health and education.
There seem to be significant possibilities
to reduce costs and to improve
responsiveness to people's needs.

Other

Policy Imperatives
Much of the current economic policy

discussion is focused on possible
changes in the stance of macro-economic
policies. However, the needforcontinued
progress on reforms in all areas of

structural policy remains as compelling
as ever. Particularly important are reforms
in the areas of labour markets, inter¬
national trade, and the scope and
effectiveness of the public sector.

Co-operation among OECD govern¬
ments, through peer support, can help to
maintain the momentum of necessary
structural reforms. Such actions are cru¬

cial to lowering high and persistent
unemployment. This is largely a structural
problem in most countries, requiring a
response in each country across the
whole range of structural policies affecting
labour and product markets. While
changes in structural policies will yield
their main results only over the medium
to longer term, decisive reorientation of
such policies can also have 'an¬
nouncement' effects that can con¬

tribute to reviving confidence in
governments' ability to deal effectively
with present problems.

One such decisive action would be a

quick and successful conclusion to the
Uruguay Round negotiations. The inability
to conclude these negotiations to meet
past deadlines has clearly hindered
investment planning, as well as creating
widespread uncertainty about the inter¬
national rules of the game. Successful
completion of the Round is essential, not
only for the long-run economic gains it
promises both for OECD and for
non-OECD countries, but also because it

could act as a catalyst in restoring confi¬
dence. OECD governments have it within
their power to achieve this, and they
should not be distracted from this crucial

objective by sectoral pressures.
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